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Chapter 1 Introduction 

It was well known that there are two types of carbon crystalline structure, the 

natural allotropes diamond and graphite, until Kroto et al discovered fullerenes (C60) in 

the mid 1980s [1]. This momentous discovery inspired the unprecedented worldwide 

activity in the investigation of elemental carbon and started a new era in carbon material 

[2–5]. The most important success in this research was the discovery of carbon 

nanotubes by Iijima in 1991 [6]. Carbon nanotubes and C60 have to be investigated with 

very precise instruments. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is one of them. It 

can not only characterize nanostructures with high resolution, but also lead to the 

formation of unexpected and very exciting new structures. The discovery of the 

spherical carbon onions in 1992 by Ugarte during an electron irradiation study of 

graphite soot is a convincing example [7]. Carbon nanostructures, including zero-

dimensional carbon onions, one-dimensional carbon nanotubes and two-dimensional 

graphene layers, have been considered as some of the most promising and hottest 

research fields due to their novel mechanical, electronic, magnetic, and optical 

properties which can lead to extensive applications [8, 9].  

Undoubtedly, TEM is the most powerful tool to study the size, morphology and 

structure of nanoparticles. Under the irradiation with electrons of high energy, structural 

alterations of the specimen are inevitable in some cases [10–12]. It turned out that 

carbon nanostructures are very sensitive to electron irradiation.  

On the one hand, misinterpretations of the structural alterations due to electron 

irradiation should be avoided. On the other hand, electrons with high energy can also be 

used to form new exciting structures [7, 13] and obtain a lot of important information 

for further studies.  

The effects of particle irradiation in solids have been studied for over 50 years, and 

the early study mainly focused on radiation damage in metals, semiconductors and 

insulators in nuclear technology. When solids are bombarded with particles (e.g., ions, 

electrons, neutrons, and protons, etc.) electrons may be excited, or the atoms may be 

knocked out of their sites. Furthermore, impurities may be introduced. As a result, 

solids under irradiation are apt to change their properties slightly or drastically. 
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Radiation damage in graphite which can be used as a reactor material has attracted 

much attention for several decades. However, the nature of defect agglomeration 

remained unknown for a long time, because the resolving ability of electron 

microscopes was insufficient for lattice imaging at that time. With the development of 

microscopy, especially the appearance of modern high-resolution electron microscopes, 

one can observe the structure of lattice defects on the atomic scale, and get a new 

understanding of irradiation defects in graphite and eventually in carbon nanostructures. 

Carbon nanostructures became preferred objects for irradiation investigations due not 

only to their technical importance but also to their unique ability to reconstruct after 

atom displacements under the electron beam. It is expected that irradiation has different 

effects in nanostructures than in bulk solids because of the large fraction of surface 

atoms and the general proximity of surfaces [14]. Generally, the atoms on the surface 

are much easier to be displaced than those within the bulk. Meanwhile, many earlier 

results on the formation and migration of point defects in graphitic structures [15, 16] 

are out-dated and a new treatment is required.  

Earlier work has shown that irradiation can have beneficial effects on 

nanostructural materials when combined with heat treatment. Irradiation-mediated 

engineering, self-assembly and self-organization in carbon nanostructures are examples 

[17–21]. The structure and morphology of carbon nanostructures can be tailored by 

irradiation [7, 13, 22–26], and they can be interconnected with each other or merged in 

a controllable way with nearly atomic precision [22, 25, 27, 28]. Irradiation can also 

lead to extremely high pressure inside multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) [29] 

and spherical carbon onions [13], and make these nanostructures be useful as 

compression cells to induce high-pressure transformations of materials on nanometer 

scale. Even diamond can nucleate and grow under an intense electron or ion beam 

inside carbon onions [13, 30–32].  

Under an intense electron irradiation carbon nanotubes can be cut or bent by a 

predefined angle. Even single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) bundles can be 

transformed to MWCNTs and MWCNTs can locally be transformed to an onion-like 

bulge [33]. Moreover, SWCNTs can be merged with each other to form a nanotube 

junction [28] or a new tube with a double diameter [25]. In addition, irradiation can be 

used to tailor the mechanical [23], electronical [24, 34–36], and magnetic [37, 38] 

properties of carbon nanostructures. All these phenomena result from a delicate balance 
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between defect creation, migration and annealing during irradiation. Therefore, detailed 

knowledge about migration and annihilation of defects in nanostructured carbon 

materials is indispensable.  

In this work, point defects induced by electron irradiation in carbon nanostructures, 

including carbon onions, nanotubes and graphene layers, were investigated by in-situ 

TEM. The prominent advantage of the study of point defects by in-situ TEM is that 

point defects can be generated and their evolution can be recorded in a real time at 

atomic resolution with the same electron beam.  

 

1.1 Irradiation Effects 

Different mechanisms of energy or momentum transfer take place, when a high-

energetic particle such as an electron or ion strikes the atoms of a target. The most 

important primary radiation effects are [17]: 

 electronic excitation or ionization of individual atoms, 

 collective electronic excitations, e.g., plasmons, 

 breakage of bonds or cross-linking, 

 generation of phonons, leading to a heating of the target, 

 displacement of atoms in the bulk of the target, 

 sputtering of atoms from the surface. 

Secondary effects are: 

 emission of photons, e.g., X-rays or visible light, 

 emission of secondary or Auger electrons, leading to a charging of the target. 

Here, one important concept has to be introduced: the cross section σ in units of 

barns (1 barn = 10-28 m2). It expresses the likelihood of the respective interactions 

between the particles and reflects how important this interaction is. It depends on the 

energy of the projectile particle and the specimen material.  

Here, we will focus on electron irradiation effects in carbon materials, so it is 

useful to divide these contributions into two groups: knock-on effects, which result in 

the displacements of atoms, and electronic excitations. The possibility of in-situ 

observation makes electron beams more suitable than ions as projectiles. 
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In insulators electronic excitations are essential, so that ionization can play the 

dominant role. In metals knock-on atom displacements are substantial, and excitation 

effects become unimportant because of the presence of conduction electrons, so that 

metals are more stable than insulators under irradiation, particularly at low projectile 

energies. Graphite is a semi-metal and behaves like metals under irradiation where 

knock-on atom displacements are the main source of radiation damage and ionization is 

negligible. It turns out that knock-on atom displacements dominate in all graphitic 

nanostructures [17–21]. However, diamond is an insulator, and behaves completely 

different from graphite.  

Generally, with the increase of the projectile energy knock-on effects become more 

and more significant due to the occurrence of displacement cascades, whereas 

excitations are less important. It is worthy to be noted that it is impossible for atoms to 

be displaced by an electron beam with the energy below a certain threshold energy. 

Thermal effects caused by irradiation can be neglected in TEM, because the mean free 

path of the electrons in typical specimen materials is much larger than the specimen 

thickness for TEM studies, which leads to the dissipation of only a very small fraction 

of the electron energy in the specimen.  

 

Knock-on Displacements 

 

 
Figure 1.1: Schematic drawing of scattering of an electron at a nucleus [17]. 

 

As mentioned above, knock-on atom displacements are the most substantial 

irradiation effect in carbon nanostructures. When energetic particles strike the nuclei of 

the atoms in a solid, a part of the energy of the particles is transferred to the atoms 
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because of the law of momentum conservation. Only when sufficient energy is 

transferred to break the bonds and to transfer the atoms onto interstitial sites, the atoms 

will leave their original lattice sites. This process is called atom displacement, as shown 

in Figure 1.1. 

The energy T transferred to the nucleus depends on the scattering angle Θ: 

Θ=Θ 2
max cos)( TT                                            (1.1) 

where Tmax is the maximum energy transferred by a head-on collision ( Θ = 0). The law 

of momentum conservation gives Tmax with correction of relativistic effects, as a 

function of the electron energy E: 

2

2

max
)2(2

Mc
cmEET e+

=                                        (1.2) 

where me is the electron mass, M is the nucleus mass, and c is the speed of light in 

vacuum. It is intuitively clear that a head-on collision has a rather low probability. 

Therefore, large-angle scattering dominates.  

There are two cases according to the original position of the displaced atoms in a 

solid: at the surface or within the solid. Surface atoms can be ejected easily due to the 

open space on one side. However, for the atoms within a solid knock-on displacements 

are less likely. The atom has to be moved onto an interstitial site and neighboring atoms 

have to be shifted slightly. More energy is required to displace an atom from a lattice 

site within a solid than from a surface, as more bonds have to be broken to displace an 

atom inside. Only the sublimation energy transfer is required to eject an atom from the 

surface. The displaced atoms at the surface either leave the specimen completely, 

known as sputtering [39], or migrate on the surface. For sputtering the atoms must have 

high enough energy to leave the surface.  

Another very important concept is the threshold energy Td, the minimum energy 

transferred to the atom which is required to produce a stable so-called Frenkel pair 

(vacancy-interstitial pair). Frenkel pairs would be stable in the crystal when the 

interstitial-vacancy separation exceeds the recombination radius. Otherwise, they would 

recombine spontaneously. For displacements both the cross-section and the threshold 

energy depend on the direction of the electron beam relative to the crystal lattice. In 

rather open structures atoms are more easily displaced into open spaces in the lattice, 
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which means atoms prefer to be displaced into the space between the basal layers rather 

than within the layers for layered structures of graphite under irradiation. 

A value of σ for light elements like carbon (assuming an isotropic displacement 

energy) can be given by [40]:  
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where Z is the atomic number of the displaced atom, ER is the Rydberg energy (13.6 

eV), a0 is the Bohr radius of the hydrogen atom ( 11103.5 −× m), c/υβ = , 137/Z=α , 

Td is the threshold energy and Tmax is the maximum energy transferred by a head-on 

collision (Θ = 0, projectile particle is reflected backwards). As mentioned above, the 

displacement cross section, a meaningful parameter in the experimental studies, 

depends on the energy of the beam and the specimen material. It increases with the 

electron energy and the atomic number but decreases with increasing threshold energy.  

The displacement rate p of each atom which shows how often each atom is 

displaced per second is given by: 

 p = σ j                                                       (1.4) 

where σ is the displacement cross section and j is the beam current density. Typical 

beam current densities in TEM range between 10 A/cm2 for high-resolution imaging 

and 104 A/cm2 for a fully focused beam in a field emission microscope. Then the 

displacement rates range between 10-3 displacements per atom per second (dpa/s) (j = 

10 A/cm2) and 1 dpa/s (j = 104 A/cm2) with a displacement cross-section of 20 barns 

(graphite with Td ≈ 17 eV) [17]. 

Only head-on collisions are possible when the beam energy is just slightly above 

the displacement threshold energy, while large-angle scatterings dominate for higher 

beam energies. When the beam energy exceeds twice the displacement threshold energy, 

some of the displaced atoms may get enough energy to cause further displacement, so-

called displacement cascades. Such a displacement cascade is important not only in ion 

irradiation, but also in high-energy electron irradiation experiments. At low 

displacement thresholds, many secondary displacements can take place, and the total 

displacement cross section is increased.  
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1.2 Defects 

As mentioned above, various defects can be generated in solids when solids are 

irradiated by particles. In this section, the classifying and evolution of defects are 

presented. 

 

1.2.1 Classifying of Defects 

Defects are usually classified according to their dimensionality.  

 

 
 

Figure 1.2: Schematic drawing of various crystal lattice defects [41]. 

 

Zero-dimensional defects 
This kind of defect is normally called “point defect” or “atomic size defect”. Of 

most prominence are interstitials ((a) in Figure 1.2) and vacancies (b), which are the 

only intrinsic point defects in element crystals. A defect where the interstitial is close to 

the vacancy is called Frenkel pair. If extrinsic atoms are in the crystal lattice, there are 

another two kinds of defects: impurity atoms on interstitial sites (c) and on lattice sites 

(d).  

a bc de f g h
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One-dimensional defects 
This kind of defect includes all kinds of dislocations, such as edge dislocations (e), 

and screw dislocations.  

 

Two-dimensional defects 

This includes grain boundaries, phase boundaries, stacking faults, vacancy type 

dislocation loops (f) and interstitial type dislocation loops (g). 

 

Three-dimensional defects 

This kind of defect is normally produced by the precipitation of impurity atoms or 

agglomeration of point defects. 

 

In the following section, the defects generated under irradiation which are 

important in carbon nanostructures will be focused on. 

 

1.2.2 Evolution of Defects 

An energy transfer is required for the endothermal formation of defects in solids. It 

can be achieved either close to equilibrium at high temperatures or far from equilibrium 

by deformation or irradiation. As mentioned above, Frenkel pairs are stable in the 

crystal when the interstitial-vacancy separation exceeds the recombination radius. 

Single point defects can disappear in two ways: one is to annihilate with a point defect 

of the opposite sign, the other is to form clusters by aggregation with defects of the 

same sign. With increasing irradiation intensity, each configuration tends towards a 

dynamic equilibrium where the rate of recombination or aggregation of the defects is 

equal to their production rate. 

The evolution of defects is mainly controlled by the mobility of interstitials and 

vacancies depending on the temperature. The temperature dependence of the diffusivity 

D of an interstitial or a vacancy follows an Arrhenius law: 

)/exp(0 kTEDD m−=                                            (1.5) 

where D0 is the pre-exponential factor (containing the migration entropy), Em is the 

migration energy, k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature. The 
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mobility of the interstitials and vacancies increases with the temperature. Generally, the 

mobility of interstitials is higher than that of vacancies, because a rearrangement of the 

lattice by site exchange of atoms is required for the migration of vacancies. In the 

exchange process several bonds have to be broken. However, interstitials are located 

between the lattice sites and do not form bonds to adjacent atoms. The migration of 

interstitials and vacancies is generally anisotropic due to the particular symmetry of the 

crystal, which leads to the occurrence of some easier migration pathways.  

Under continuous irradiation, the system reaches a saturation state depending on 

the temperature. Already existing defects accumulate, then new defects form clusters 

with the existing defects of same sign or recombine with those of opposite sign. Thus, 

the damage rate goes down to zero as soon as each new defect is generated within the 

recombination volume of an already existing defect or a cluster of opposite sign. 

Point defects, interstitials and vacancies, have a tendency to aggregate into clusters 

to reduce their free energy. Agglomeration of the defects with the same sign is very 

important under irradiation at low temperatures. Once defect agglomerates form, 

annealing of damage is difficult and requires a very high temperature to disperse the 

agglomerates.  

In electron microscopy studies of radiation phenomena, irradiation is normally 

carried out at specimen temperatures below 1500K, which is limited by the heating 

stages. At lower temperatures, interstitials have a much higher mobility than vacancies 

in carbon materials, which may result in an aggregation of interstitials between basal 

planes which have the largest spacing. However, at rather high temperatures, both 

interstitials and vacancies are mobile enough to recombine before an agglomeration 

happens.  

 

1.3 Diffusion 

So far, interstitials and vacancies, induced by electron irradiation in solids, have 

been introduced. These defects can jump from one position to another randomly. This 

process results in the transport of atoms and is called diffusion. Collisions by energetic 

electrons can lead to irradiation-induced diffusion. 
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Figure 1.3: Schematic drawing of lattice planes with diffusing particles shown with squares [41]. 

 

At first, let us assume that jumps can be achieved with a frequency ν and over a 

distance a within a time interval t. For random jumps, the mean diffusion distance is 

tanax ν==                                          (1.6) 

where n is the number of jumps. Then, it is clear that the diffusion distance x  is 

proportional to the square root of time t.  

Let us look at two lattice planes of a simple cubic crystal with the lattice constant a 

which contain the diffusing particles and are perpendicular to the x-direction considered 

(Figure 1.3). For simplicity the diffusion current j, only in the x-direction is considered. 

But in the real three-dimensional crystal lattice, for each jumping, the possibility for 

each direction (+x, -x, +y, -y, +z, or –z) should be equal.  

According to Fick’s first law, jx can be expressed by 

dx
xdcD

dx
xdcrajx

)()(
6

2

×−≡×
×

−=                         (1.7) 

where the constant of proportionality D is called the diffusion coefficient or diffusivity 

in units of m2s-1. This equation shows that the rate of transport is governed by the 

diffusion coefficient and the concentration gradient. It applies to steady state flux in a 

uniform concentration gradient. Therefore, equation (1.6) for the mean diffusion 

distance can be expressed in terms of the diffusion coefficient D: 

Dtx 6=                                                      (1.8) 

Dtx 4=                                                       (1.9) 

Dtx 2=                                                     (1.10) 
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Equations (1.8), (1.9) and (1.10) show the relationship between the mean diffusion 

distance and the diffusion coefficient D in three, two and one-dimensional lattice, 

respectively. 

 

1.4 Motivation 

As mentioned above, irradiation, especially when combined with high-temperature 

annealing, can have beneficial effects on nanostructural materials, which has been 

demonstrated by the irradiation-mediated engineering, self-assembly and self-

organization in carbon nanostructures [17–21]. All of these phenomena are results of a 

balance between creation, migration and annealing of point defects (interstitials and 

vacancies) during irradiation. Therefore, detailed knowledge of migration and 

annihilation of defects in nanostructured carbon materials is indispensable. A lot of 

theoretical work has been done already [42–46]; however, the quantitative information 

on diffusion of point defects has never been given by experiments due to the resolution 

limit of the instruments. Moreover, recent theoretical results [47, 48] are not in 

accordance with the old experimental data on migration energies of point defects 

obtained from planar graphite [15]. It shows that the curvature of the graphite network 

in nanostructures leads to a completely different migration of defects in carbon 

nanostructures than in graphite.  

In this work, the diffusion of point defects induced by electron irradiation in 

carbon nanostructures, including zero-dimensional carbon onions, one-dimensional 

carbon nanotubes and two-dimensional graphene layers, were investigated 

quantitatively by in-situ TEM. 

 

1. In Chapter 2 carbon nanostructures and the irradiation effects on them are 

treated in detail. 

 

2. Chapter 3 focuses on the principles and instrumentations of the 

experimental setups, including the arc-discharge technique for the synthesis of 

carbon nanotubes and onions, the basic theory and experimental techniques of in-

situ TEM, and ultrahigh vacuum furnace for annealing. 
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3. Chapter 4 describes the investigation of the migration of carbon atoms in 

carbon onions by the study of the influence of the high-temperature (1200~2000oC) 

annealing effects. 

Carbon onions made by arc-discharge technique can be in a state of heavy self-

compression when irradiated with an electron beam. Annealing at high temperatures can 

relax the pressure in the centre of the onions by exchange of atoms between the shells, 

which make it possible to determine the activation energy for atom migration between 

graphitic layers.  

 

4. Chapter 5 describes the investigation of the migrations of the interstitial 

carbon atoms inside one-dimensional SWCNTs by cutting the bundles repeatedly 

with a focused electron beam at different temperatures. 

The mobility of interstitial carbon atoms in SWCNTs is determined by the 

combination of electron irradiation experiments in TEM with kinetic Monte Carlo 

simulations. The irradiation dose which is necessary to cut nanotubes with a focused 

electron beam is measured repeatedly as a function of separation between the cuts at 

different temperatures. As the cutting speed is related to the migration of displaced 

carbon atoms trapped inside the tube and their recombination with vacancies in the gap, 

information about the mobility of interstitial carbon atoms is getting available.  

 

5. Chapter 6 describes the study of migration of individual metal (Au and Pt) 

atoms or clusters in graphene layers (two-dimensional diffusion) and carbon 

nanotubes (one-dimensional diffusion). 

Individual Au and Pt atoms in layers of one or two graphene planes and carbon 

nanotubes are monitored in real time at high temperature by high-resolution TEM. The 

direct observation of the behavior of Au and Pt atoms in graphenic structures allows us 

to determine the position of the atoms and their diffusivities.  

 

6. In Chapter 7 the conclusions drawn from the present work are summarized. 
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Chapter 2 Carbon Nanostructures 

In this chapter, the carbon nanostructures, including two-dimensional graphene, 

one-dimensional carbon nanotubes, and zero-dimensional carbon onions are introduced. 

Afterwards, irradiation effects in carbon nanostructures are introduced in detail.  

                                             

2.1 The Structures                                             

2.1.1 Diamond and Graphite  

 

 

(a)                                       (b) 

Figure 2.1: The structures of diamond (a) and graphite (b). 

 

It was generally assumed that the natural allotropes diamond and graphite are the 

only two carbon crystalline structures until the discovery of C60 [1]. At extremely high 

pressures carbon occurs in the form of diamond with a three-dimensional tetrahedral 

crystalline structure, in which each carbon atom is covalently bonded to four others (in 

Figure 2.1 (a)). All of the bonds have the same length of 0.154nm.  

At ambient pressure graphite with a planar structure (shown in Figure 2.1(b)) is the 
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stable modification of carbon. Within the layer, each carbon atom is covalently bonded 

to three others in a planar pattern composed of hexagonal rings. These covalent bonds in 

the plane have the same length of 0.142nm, shorter than those in diamond. A 

two-dimensional stack is formed, and the flat sheets are loosely bonded with each other 

by weak Van der Waals force with the inter-layer distance of 0.335nm.  

A free carbon atom has the electronic structure (1s)2(2s)2(2p)2. In order to form 

covalent bonds one of the 2s electrons is promoted to 2p, and the orbitals are then 

hybridized with two possibilities. In diamond, one s-orbital and three p-orbitals undergo 

a sp3 hybridization with a tetrahedral symmetry. However, in graphite one s-orbital and 

two p-orbitals undergo a sp2 hybridization with a trigonal planar geometry. The nature 

of these different bonds leads to the variety of physical and chemical properties of the 

carbon allotropes. 

 

2.1.2 Two-Dimensional Graphene 

Graphite can be split into monoatomic layers by mechanical exfoliation or 

chemical intercalation. This kind of flat single layer of carbon atoms tightly packed into 

a two-dimensional structure composed of six-membered rings is called graphene (top in 

Figure 2.2). It provides a possible platform for integrated electronics and more 

importantly it is the basic building block for graphitic materials with all other 

dimensionalities. It can be wrapped up into zero-dimensional fullerenes, rolled into 

one-dimensional nanotubes and stacked into three-dimensional graphite, as shown in 

Figure 2.2 [49]. 

Figure 2.3 (a) shows a monolayer of graphene observed in TEM at 700°C. The 

layer is rolled slightly at the end (top) due to its instability under irradiation with 

electrons in TEM. A monoatomic layer is determined because of the absence of 

graphitic fringes with inter-distance of 0.335nm compared with the four-layered 

graphene sheet as shown in Figure 2.3 (b). 
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Figure 2.2: Graphene is a two-dimensional building block for graphitic materials of all other 

dimensionalities. It can be wrapped up into zero-dimensional buckyballs, rolled into one- 

dimensional nanotubes or stacked into three-dimensional graphite [49]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: TEM images of a mono-(a) and a four-(b) layer of graphene at 700°C. 

a b
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2.1.3 Zero-Dimensional Carbon Nanoparticles 

2.1.3.1 Fullerenes 

 

Figure 2.4: Structure of C60. 

 

Fullerenes (C60) were discovered by Kroto and Smalley in 1985 with a laser 

vaporization technique and are composed entirely of carbon atoms [1]. Their spherical 

structure can be considered as the wrapping up of graphene but with the presence of 

non-hexagonal rings. C60 which has a similar shape as a soccer ball consists of twenty 

hexagons and twelve pentagons (shown in Figure 2.4). Each carbon atom is bonded to 

three others, so essentially the bonding is sp2, although there is a certain degree of sp3 

hybridizations due to the curvature of the graphene sheet. This unique structure has 

shown unique physical and chemical properties [50]. 

 

2.1.3.2 Carbon Onions 
In 1992, Ugarte found almost perfect spheres made up of concentric fullerenes 

during the irradiation of carbon nanoparticles with an intense electron beam, and 

described this kind of fullerene-like structures as “carbon onions” [7] (in Figure 2.5). 

Now it is well known that almost any form of carbon [51, 52], even diamond [53], will 

evolve into onions when irradiated with a sufficiently intense electron beam in an 

electron microscope, which means onions are the only stable form of carbon under the 

conditions of intense electron irradiation. When onions are fully developed, their 
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a b

structure is perfectly spherical, and almost no lattice defects are visible. In the relaxed 

state, the distance between successive shells is about 0.34 nm, close to that in graphite.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Structure of onion (a) and a TEM image (b). 

 

For the detailed atomic structure model of carbon onions it was assumed by Kroto 

that the particle consists of nested fullerenes [54]. A plausible model assumes concentric 

‘magic number’ (or Goldberg Type I) fullerenes. These fullerenes have N carbon atoms, 

where N = 60 b2, so that the first five are C60, C240, C540, C960 and C1500 (with all 

fullerenes having the Ih symmetry) [55]. 

 

2.1.4 One-Dimensional Carbon Nanotubes 

Carbon nanotubes were described by Iijima who applied the arc-discharge method 

in 1991 [6] as seamless cylinders of rolled graphene layers whose aspect ratio (diameter 

vs. length) is so high that it can be considered as a one-dimensional structure. They are 

classified as SWCNT and MWCNT, as shown in Figure 2.6. A MWCNT consists of 

several concentric SWCNTs with the interlayer distance of 0.335nm corresponding to 

the interlayer {0002} distance in graphite. Figure 2.7 shows TEM images of a SWCNT 

(a) and a MWCNT (b). The bonding in carbon nanotubes is primarily sp2. 
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Figure 2.6: Structures of a SWCNT (a) and a MWNT (b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.7: TEM images of SWCNT (a) and MWCNT (b) at 600°C. The scale bar is 2nm. 

 

Carbon nanotubes have many novel mechanical, electronic, magnetic and optical 

properties that make them potentially useful in many applications [8, 9, 56, 57]. For 

example, a SWCNT is unique among solid state materials because every atom is on the 

surface. The properties of carbon nanotubes depend on their atomic arrangement (how 

the graphite sheets are ‘rolled’) and the diameter of the tubes [50, 56, 58–61]. The 

atomic structure of nanotubes can be described in terms of the tube chirality, or helicity, 

which is defined by the chiral vector hC
r

 and the chiral angle θ . 

(a)                                          (b) 
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Figure 2.8: Schematic diagram showing how a hexagonal graphite sheet is ‘rolled’ into a carbon 

nanotube [56]. 

 

It can be visualized by cutting the graphite sheet along the dotted lines and rolling 

the tube so that the tip of the chiral vector touches its tail, as shown in Figure 2.8. The 

chiral vector hC
r

 can be expressed as: 

21 amanCh
rrr

+=                           (2.1) 

where 1ar  and 2ar  are the unit cell base vectors of the graphite sheet, and the integers 

(n,m) are the numbers of steps along the zig-zag carbon bonds of the hexagonal lattice, 

shown in Figure 2.8. Each pair of integers (n,m) represents a possible tube structure.  

There are two possible symmetries of nanotubes, known as armchair ( °= 30θ ) and 

zig-zag ( °= 0θ ). Figure 2.9 shows, from the viewpoint of the chiral vector hC
r

, m = n for 

all the armchair nanotubes, and m = 0 for all the zig-zag nanotubes. All other nanotubes 

are chiral ( nm ≠ ). 

The chirality of the carbon nanotube has significant implications on its properties, 

especially on the electronic properties. For example, carbon nanotubes can be either 

metallic or semiconducting, depending on their chirality, although graphite is considered 

as a semi-metal [50, 56]. 
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Figure 2.9: Illustrations of the atomic structure of an armchair, a zig-zag, and a chiral nanotube. 

 

2.2 Irradiation Effects in Carbon Nanostructures 

2.2.1 Graphite 

Most carbon nanostructures are based on graphite, so irradiation defects in graphite 

are treated in detail in this part. Irradiation studies by using different particles (neutrons, 

protons, ions, electrons) have been done for a long time [16]. Here only the irradiation 

with electrons will be treated due to its importance in TEM studies.  

As mentioned in Chapter 1, under irradiation graphite behaves like a metal because 

of its metallic character, although only in two dimensions. Excitation effects are not 

important, because ionization and electronic excitations are rapidly quenched by 

conduction electrons. Knock-on atom displacements govern the behavior of graphite 

and graphitic nanostructures under irradiation.  

It is well known that the displacement threshold energy depends on the direction of 

the electron beam relative to the crystal lattice. Furthermore, previous work also 

Armchair: m = n 

Zig-zag: (n,0) 

Chiral: (n,m) m ≠ n 
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demonstrated that atoms are displaced rather into the open channels between the basal 

planes than within the basal planes in graphite.  

 

 

Figure 2.10: Schematic drawing of the aggregation of self-interstitials which are mobile in the open 

space between the basal planes of graphite. A dislocation loop develops between two basal planes 

[17]. 

 

Figure 2.10 schematically shows the rupture of basal planes due to the ejection of 

atoms out from the planes and the aggregation of interstitials into small dislocation 

loops between the basal planes. These are the essential types of irradiation damage in 

graphite at low temperatures below 200°C, where the mobility of vacancies and 

interstitials is low. 

The formation, aggregation and annealing of defects are determined by the defect 

formation energy (Ef) and migration energy (Em) which are listed in Table 2.1 for 

graphite. It shows that the formation energies of both vacancies and interstitials are 

much higher than migration energies. Both vacancies and interstitials would rather 

migrate within basal planes than between them.  

A graphene sheet has a unique ability to reconstruct after the generation of 

vacancies. In Table 2.1, the formation energy of a divacancy is 8.7 eV by simulation 

[63], which is quite close to that of a monovacancy (7.3 [62]–7.5 [47, 63]). Furthermore, 

the migration energy of a monovacancy in the ab-plane is rather low [62–64] whereas 

divacancies are almost immobile due to their high migration energy of 7 eV [63]. 

Therefore, monovacancies can migrate and tend to coalesce to form stable and 
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immobile divacancies.  
 

Table 2.1: The defects formation energy Ef and migration energy Em for some point 

defects in graphite. (a-b means in ab plane and c means parallel to c-axis.) 

 

Figure 2.11 shows that a monovacancy in a curved graphenic sheet cannot 

reconstruct because there is always one open bond left no matter how the new bonds 

form. However, divacancies can reconstruct without any dangling bonds. Hexagonal 

rings change to pentagonal rings, even heptagonal or octagonal rings may occur in more 

complicated cases. Such a reconstruction always leads to a local change of curvature 

because the hexagonal lattice is flat while pentagons or heptagons lead to a positive or 

negative curvature, respectively. Additionally, the surface area of the graphene sheet 

becomes smaller due to the removal of atoms and reconstruction. As a result, carbon 

nanotubes or onions, cylindrically or spherically closed graphite structures, shrink due 

to the loss of atoms but remain coherent due to their ability to close divacancies. 

Of course, this reconstruction can only happen when each mononvacancy is mobile 

enough to coalesce with another one. Therefore, the specimen has to be heated to a 

temperature high enough for allowing the reconstruction. At low temperatures 

monovacancies would be stationary until their concentration is so high that the lattice 

defects Ef (theory) Em (theory) Em (exp.) 

monovacancy 7.3 [62]–7.5 [47, 63]   

a-b  1.0 [62]–1.6 [63, 64] 3.1 [15] 

c  4.7 [62] large 

divacancy (a-b) 8.7 [63] 7 [63]  

adatom 6.4 [47] 0.4 [65]  

interstitial 6.8 [47]   

a-b  1.5 [47] 0.1 [15] 

c  2.3 [62] >5 [15] 
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loses its coherence. This critical temperature may depend on the rate of defect 

production, and it was in the range of 200 – 300°C in irradiation studies in the TEM 

[66–68]. So in this work, all specimens were heated above this temperature range to be 

sure that no artefacts due to agglomeration of defects occur, even when only inspection 

of the material is desired and no deliberate irradiation is planned. 

 

 
Figure 2.11: The removal of one atom from a graphene layer leaves a monovacancy (top). When two 

adjacent atoms are removed (bottom), the divacancy can close by reconstruction of the bonds. The 

number of hexagons decreases by one. For simplicity of the reconstruction of a structure with 

pre-existing pentagons was chosen [21]. 

 

The next section will focus on the carbon nanostructures which are different from 

crystalline graphite. As mentioned above, there is an anisotropy for the displacements of 

the atoms in graphite. However, this anisotropy can be neglected in most TEM studies 

of graphitic nanostructures due to two reasons: one is that the structures are curved so 

that all possible directions of incidence prevail, the other is that the energy of the 
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electrons in an electron microscope is much higher than the displacement threshold so 

that large angle scatterings dominate and knocks in different directions occur.  

 

2.2.2 Carbon Nanotubes 

Carbon nanotubes are made up of cylindrically curved graphene layers, consisting 

of a net of hexagons. SWCNTs or MWCNTs can change their structures and collapse 

under electron irradiation, which has been observed in early TEM studies [69, 70]. The 

use of heating stages makes controllable structural modification possible [33].  

 

 

Figure 2.12: Model of a SWCNT with a single vacancy (S), a divacancy (D), and an interstitial as 

adatom (A). Reconstruction of the lattice obtained by computer simulation leads to the formation of 

5-, 7-, and 8-membered rings. The decreasing surface area causes shrinkage of the tube [71]. 

 

The number of basal layers is a characteristic feature of carbon nanostructures. In 

the single-layered structure, there is no van de Waals interaction, and a knocked atom 

would rather leave the object than displace another atom. This is the reason why 

SWCNTs are less stable than MWCNTs under the electron beam. Above 300°C 

SWCNTs shrink under electron irradiation due to the loss of atoms and self-reconstruct 

by the closure of divacancies. Therefore, the initially perfect cylindrical surface 

becomes wavy and the diameter of the tube decreases. Figure 2.12 shows a simulation 

of this process [71]: after the formation of interstitials and vacancies, reconstruction of 
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the lattice leads to the transformation of hexagons to pentagons, heptagons, or octagons. 

Therefore, the tube shrinks and the curvature of the graphene layer changes, but the 

lattice remains coherent. The shrinkage of the tube can give rise to an internal pressure 

up to 40 GPa so that metal crystals encapsulated in the tube are deformed [29, 72].  

 

2.2.3 Carbon Onions 

 

  

Figure 2.13: (a) The distance between the graphitic shells decreases towards the centre of the onion 

[67]. (b) The nucleation and growth of a diamond crystal in the centre of the onion [21]. 

 

Carbon onions consist of concentric fullerene-like spherical graphitic layers. Under 

an electron beam carbon onions can be set in a state of heavy self-compression above 

500°C. The distance between the graphitic shells decreases towards the centre of the 

onion, which is smaller than that of the interlayer {0002} in graphite (0.335 nm), a 

decrease from 0.29 nm near the surface down to 0.22 nm in the centre has been 

observed [67, 73], as shown in Figure 2.13 (a). Continued irradiation of self-compressed 

carbon onions induces the nucleation of diamond crystals in the centre due to the 

extreme pressure, as shown in Figure 2.13 (b) [13]. Once nucleated, diamond crystals 

can grow under continuous electron irradiation until almost the whole graphitic onions 

(a) (b) 
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have transformed to diamond crystals [74]. Thus, the maximum size of the diamond is 

limited by the size of the onion. 
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Chapter 3 Experimental Methods  

In the present study, the arc-discharge method was used to synthesize the 

specimens of MWCNTs, carbon onions and graphene layers. The specimens containing 

carbon nanostructures were prepared for electron microscopy by dispersing in ethanol, 

ultrasonicating and then depositing onto Cu, Mo or homemade graphite grids. Carbon 

nanostructures were observed and irradiated in the TEM from room temperature to 

900°C. An high-vacuum furnace with a graphite crucible heated by an electron beam 

was used for ex-situ annealing studies. 

In this chapter, the principles and instrumentations of these techniques are briefly 

described. 

 

3.1 Specimen Preparation  

3.1.1 Synthesis of Graphitic Nanostructures  

Since the first synthesis of carbon nanotubes by the arc-discharge technique more 

than 15 years ago [6], several other techniques have been developed to form carbon 

nanotubes, including laser ablation [75–77], and chemical vapour deposition (CVD) 

from hydrocarbon using various metal particles as catalysts [78–80], etc. Each 

technique has advantages and disadvantages [8, 81]. The arc-discharge technique is a 

technique which has been widely used. Its disadvantages are that the production is a 

mixture of carbon nanotubes, polyhedral carbon nanoparticles and some amorphous 

carbon, and the yield is low (about 30% by weight). But the most prominent advantage 

of this technique is that the produced carbon nanotubes have the best quality owing to 

the high temperature during arc-discharge process. Laser ablation has a yield of 70% 

and can produce high-quality SWCNTs with a controllable diameter by controlling the 

reaction temperature. However, a large setup is necessary. Compared with the 
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arc-discharge and laser ablation techniques, CVD is an efficient technique for the 

synthesis of carbon nanotubes at low temperature and ambient pressure, however at the 

cost of structural perfection.  

 

 

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of a carbon nanostructure formation apparatus by the arc-discharge 

method. 

 

The arc-discharge technique was used in the present work to synthesize MWCNTs 

and carbon onions. Figure 3.1 shows the apparatus of arc-discharge schematically. Two 

graphite rods of high purity are used as the anode and cathode in the chamber, 

respectively. The position of the cathode is adjustable from the outside of the chamber. 

After evacuating the chamber with a vacuum pump, a continuous flow of helium is 

introduced to the desired pressure (about 300 Torr in the present study). When the 

pressure is stable, a DC voltage of 80V is applied between the two graphite rods. At the 
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beginning of the experiment the two electrodes are not in contact, so there is no current. 

Then the cathode is gradually moved towards to the anode until arcing occurs. When a 

stable arc is achieved, the gap between the rods is kept at about 1 mm or less. During 

the operation, a deposit grows on the cathode rod. After around 1minute the power is 

turned off and the chamber is cooled down before opening.  

There are several important factors in producing a good yield of high quality 

nanotubes, such as the pressure of the helium [82–84], the current [83, 85, 86], and the 

cooling of the electrodes in the chamber [87]. When a graphite rod containing metal 

catalyst (Fe, Co, Ni, etc.) is used as the anode and a pure graphite rod is used as the 

cathode, SWCNTs can be produced instead of MWCNTs [88, 89]. 

 

3.1.2 Specimen Preparation for Transmission Electron 

Microscopy 

 

 
Figure 3.2: TEM image of core material from the deposit containing both carbon nanotubes and 

nanoparticles. 
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A typical deposit on the cathode rod consists of a hard gray outer shell and a soft 

fibrous black core. The fibrous core which contains a lot of MWCNTs and polyhedral 

nanoparticles was removed and dispersed in ethanol. After ultrasonication for a few 

minutes, the soot was deposited directly onto pure Cu, Mo, or homemade graphite grids 

for TEM studies. Figure 3.2 shows an image of the soot in the TEM. 

In many studies, nanoparticles are deposited on a grid with an electron-transparent 

carbon film. However, in the present work pure metal grids without carbon film were 

used for two reasons: the image of the carbon film overlaps the images of the 

investigated objects; and the carbon films are not stable and tend towards wrapping or 

rolling at high temperatures and under irradiation. It is also important that in the desired 

temperature range, the metal grids are stable, do not evaporate or react with the carbon 

nanoparticles or material of the heating stage. Generally commercially available Cu 

grids are useful in the range of room temperature to 600°C, but above this temperature 

range Mo grids are needed. In this work some grids had to be heated up to 2000°C for 

annealing experiments, thus homemade pure graphite grids were used because 

molybdenum reacts with carbon above 1100°C. The graphite rods of high purity with 

the diameter of 3 mm were cut into many platelets. The platelets were rubbed and 

polished on sandpapers until they were thin enough to fit the holder of the TEM. A hole 

with a diameter of about 1 or 2 mm was made in the center of a graphite platelet and 

there were many soot particles attached on the edge of the hole after deposition. Some 

marks were made by a needle on the platelets in order to find the position when the 

platelets were put on the stage of the TEM before and after ex-situ annealing. 

 

3.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)  

3.2.1 Basic Setup of TEM 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, TEM is the most powerful tool for the investigation of 

nanostructures due to its high spatial resolution. It works with an electron source instead 
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of light in a normal light microscope whose resolution is limited by the wavelength of 

light. The electrons coming from the source are accelerated by an electric field and 

focused by electromagnetic lenses onto the specimen. The electrons interact in different 

mechanisms with the specimen (shown in Figure 3.3), and most of these signals which 

give us chemical information and a lot of other details about the specimen can be 

detected by different accessories in TEM, for example energy-dispersive X-ray analyzer 

(EDX) and electron energy-loss spectrometer (EELS). Firstly and most importantly, 

elastically scattered electrons which go through the specimen (red arrow in Figure 3.3) 

were used to form an image of the specimen in TEM.  

 

 
Figure 3.3: Signals generated when a high-energy electron beam interacts with a thin specimen. The 

directions shown for each signal do not always represent the physical directions of the signal but 

indicate, in a relative manner, where the signal is strong or where it is detected. 

 

A more detailed explanation of a TEM is as follows (in Figure 3.4 (a)): 

1. Electrons are generated by the electron gun at the top either by thermionic emission 

or by field emission. Thermionic sources are either tungsten filaments or lanthanum 

hexaboride (LaB6) crystals, whereas the field-emission source is a fine tungsten 

needle. In the present work, all specimens were observed in TEM (FEI Tecnai F-30) 
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(shown in Figure 3.4 (b)) with a Schottky field-emission source and an acceleration 

voltage of 300 keV. A higher resolution can be achieved with higher energy of the 

electrons. However, more damages of the specimen may occur.  

 

    
Figure 3.4: Schematic drawing of the ray diagram in a TEM (a) and the microscope used in this 
work (FEI Tecnai F-30) (b). 

 

2. The electrons are focused to a small and coherent beam by the use of the first and 

the second condenser lens. With the first lens the “spot size” can be adjusted, 

whereas the second lens is used to focus the beam onto the specimen and control the 

illuminated area. 

3. The beam is restricted by the condenser aperture which blocks the high-angle 

electrons far from the optical axis.  

4. The electrons are transmitted through the specimen. 

5. The transmitted electrons are focused by the objective lens on the focal or image 

plane.  

(a) (b)
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6. The objective aperture is used to determine the contrast by transmitting or blocking 

diffracted electrons. The selected area aperture is used in the diffraction mode to 

obtain a diffraction pattern from a selected area within the illuminated specimen. 

7. The image is magnified by the intermediate and projector lenses. 

8. The image strikes the image screen and light is generated to make the image visible 

by eyes. With the development of computer technology, charge-coupled device 

(CCD) cameras became available for on-line viewing and processing, particularly of 

high-resolution TEM images. Spectroscopy can be carried out by detecting the 

corresponding signals with special detectors. More details can be found in the TEM 

textbook written by D. B. Williams and C. B. Carter [90]. 

In the present study the electron dose in the TEM is a very important parameter. It is 

defined as the charge density hitting the specimen, and can be measured in units of 

e/nm2s in the TEM.  

 

3.2.2 Experimental Techniques of In-Situ TEM Study 

The advantage of the study of defects by in-situ TEM is that the defects can be 

generated and their evolution can be recorded in real time at atomic resolution with the 

same electron beam. However, it is worthy to be noted that the electrons causing the 

structural alterations are not the same as the electrons for imaging in TEM. The former 

strike the specimen and lose energy, and cannot be used for imaging. Therefore, the 

optimum beam settings for both are often not achieved at the same time. It is clear that 

for high-resolution imaging the optimum is coherent illumination of the specimen with 

a parallel beam of moderate intensity. For irradiation the optimum beam setting depends 

on the problem to be studied. In most cases a beam current density higher than that for 

imaging is needed, which can be achieved by using the largest condenser aperture and 

the lowest excitation of the first condenser lens (large spot size). Of course this kind of 

settings cannot give a coherent illumination of the specimen. The highest possible beam 

current density of up to 4×105 A/cm2 is achieved when the beam is fully focused onto a 
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spot with a diameter of less than 1 nm in the field emission TEMs with an 

aberration-corrected condenser system. However, in this case the illuminated specimen 

area is too small for imaging and a spreading of the beam is required to observe the 

result of irradiation. Images with lattice resolution are recorded with a CCD camera. In 

order to reduce noise and get higher signal-to-noise ratio, exposure times of typically 

0.1–0.5 seconds were chosen than in real-time recording. 

The temperature of the specimen is very important for the evolution of irradiation 

defects. Heating caused by the dissipation of phonons under electron irradiation is very 

low. Therefore, a special specimen stage is necessary to ensure that a desired 

temperature can be achieved, adjusted and measured. A Gatan Model 628 single tilt 

heating holder with a water cooling system in the rod of the holder and a Philips PW 

6550 heating holder without a cooling system were used here, and maximum operating 

temperatures of 1300°C and 900°C were achieved, respectively. 

 

3.3 Annealing of Graphitic Nanoparticles  

In order to study the migration of carbon atoms in carbon onions, the specimens 

were annealed at temperatures up to 2000°C in a high-vacuum furnace where electron 

beam heating is applied, as shown in Figure 3.5. 

The specimen was placed in a pure graphite container which is applied a positive 

potential (0–2000 V). Electrons are emitted from W wires on ground potential that were 

heated by a current of about 1.7 A. The electrons gain energy in the electric field 

between the W wires and the crucible and lose their energy by dissipation on the 

crucible. Thus the container for the specimen could be heated to a desired temperature 

by adjusting the high voltage or the heating current through the W wire. The 

temperature can be either calculated by applying Stefan-Boltzmann’s law or measured 

with a pyrometer through a view window. 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic drawing of the high vacuum furnace heated by an electron beam. 

 

The crucible can be considered as a black body which absorbs all thermal radiation 

incident on it. All black bodies heated to a given temperature emit thermal radiation. 

The heat emitted by a black body (per unit time) at an absolute temperature of T is given 

by Stefan-Boltzmann's Law: 

4TAQ σ=                               (3.1) 

where Q is the heat transfer per unit time in units of Watts, A is the total radiating area 

of the black body in units of m2, and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant with a value of 

5.7×10-8 W/m2K2.  

However, a “grey” body is a more realistic case, and Stefan-Boltzmann's Law can 

be expressed as:  

4TAQ σε=                          (3.2) 

where ε is the emissivity of a material, which is the ratio of the energy radiated by the 

material to that by an ideal black body at the same temperature.  

In our furnace, a cylindrical graphite crucible with a diameter of 12 mm and a 

height of 10 mm was used to avoid possible contamination with metal. The total 
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radiating area A is about 6×10-4 m2 and the emissivity of graphite is about 0.8. Therefore, 

a power of 1 kW is needed in order to reach 2000°C.  

In the present annealing experiment the specimen was covered by another polished 

pure graphite platelet in the crucible to avoid the contamination from the evaporation of 

W wires. Before annealing the pressure in the furnace was about 10-6 Pa after pumping 

overnight and heating the recipient. Heating from room temperature to 2000°C took 

typically 45 seconds, cooling from 2000 to 1000°C took 15 seconds. The specimen was 

taken out from the furnace after cooling down to room temperature and then observed in 

the TEM. 
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Chapter 4 Diffusion of Carbon Atoms in 
Graphitic Structures and Stability of 

Carbon Onions 

There are two diffusion mechanisms of carbon atoms in graphitic structures: 

migration within the graphitic layers and jump between the layers. The latter is more 

important and interesting because it has a considerable influence on the stability of the 

graphitic structures. Early studies [13, 67] have demonstrated that carbon onions made 

by arc-discharge technique can be in a state of heavy self-compression when irradiated 

with an electron beam. The present work shows that annealing above 1500°C can relax 

the pressure in the centre of the onions by an exchange of atoms between the shells. An 

activation energy of 5.0 eV is obtained from estimating the diffusivity of carbon atoms 

at different temperatures. Such a high activation energy not only prevents the exchange 

of carbon atoms between the layers at low temperatures but also ensures the high 

morphological and mechanical stability of graphite nanostructures. It is also shown that 

spherical carbon onions, even when they are in a self-compressed state, are surprisingly 

stable at temperatures up to 1200°C. In addition, the stability of carbon onions at 600°C 

under extremely intense electron irradiation was investigated and the results show that 

the smaller the onion is, the more stable it is under electron irradiation. 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The self-diffusion in macroscopic graphite crystals has already been a subject since 

the 1960s [15, 91, 92] in reactor technology, but unfortunately no reliable data have 

been obtained due to the lack of graphite single crystals with high perfection. However, 

with the renewed interest in graphitic structures after the discovery of carbon nanotubes, 

the diffusion of carbon or boron atoms in graphite has been subject of theoretical studies 
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[93–95], and the migration energy for atom jumps between the layers has been 

calculated. The migration of carbon atoms, including migration within the layers and 

jumps between the layers in the graphitic lattice, is important in the technology of 

carbon nanomaterials. As mentioned in Chapter 2, single vacancies in graphitic layers 

are mobile enough to lead to a reconstruction by coalescing with others within the layers 

above 200 – 300°C [46, 66–68]. However, an exchange of atoms within a shell can only 

lead to a reconstruction of the shell with minor change of its surface area [96–98]. It is 

the exchange of atoms between the shells that needs a higher activation energy and 

results in a considerable morphological alteration of the whole graphite particle. So the 

ability of carbon atoms to jump between the graphenic layers is particularly interesting. 

The thermally induced exchange of atoms between the layers not only leads to a 

relaxation of the particle towards an equilibrium structure but also determines its 

morphological or mechanical stability at high temperatures. Therefore, a microscopic 

measurement of the diffusivity of carbon atoms between the layers of graphitic 

structures is highly desirable. Some recent experiments have indicated that 

morphological changes induced by thermal relaxation do not occur much below 2000°C. 

For example, superplasticity [99] and dislocation climb [100] in carbon nanotubes, the 

collapse of nanotubes under heating [101], the thermal transformation of nanotube 

bundles [102], and the coalescence of nanotubes [103] have been observed at high 

temperatures.  

The present study focuses on the mobility of carbon atoms normal to graphenic 

basal layers by observing the thermal relaxation of heavily compressed carbon 

nanostructures. Self-compression phenomena are observed both in carbon onions [13] 

and carbon nanotubes [29] when they are irradiated by electrons or ions at high 

temperatures. Under electron irradiation a MWCNT shrinks, which can give rise to an 

internal pressure of up to 40 GPa so that metal crystals encapsulated in it deform and 

may even break [29, 72]. Carbon onions are multi-shelled fullerenic clusters [7, 104] 

and may be considered as the spherical analogon to carbon nanotubes. Their perfectly 

spherical symmetry makes them an ideal system for studying the thermal relaxation of 
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the graphitic lattice. Under particle irradiation the distance between the compressed 

graphenic shells in carbon onions decreases towards the centre of the onion to smaller 

values than those of the interlayer {0002} in graphite (0.335 nm) and can reach values 

as low as 0.22 nm, which may eventually lead to the transformation of the graphitic core 

to diamond [13, 105]. The pressure in the centre of the compressed carbon onion is 

hydrostatic and may reach values even higher than those inside compressed carbon 

nanotubes. It is a remarkable fact that particles of a few nanometers in size are able to 

hold pressures of tens of GPa permanently (an order of 100 GPa might even be possible) 

just due to the high tensile stability of their shells. The complete relaxation towards an 

uncompressed state can only occur by an exchange of atoms between the graphenic 

layers in all directions due to their perfectly spherical symmetry. The self-compressed 

onions were generated by electron irradiation and observed at 600°C by TEM both 

before and after annealing at temperatures in the range of 1200–2000°C. The 

quantitative experimental information about the diffusion of carbon atoms normal to the 

graphenic layers was obtained by observing the relaxation of the onions towards an 

uncompressed state. The observations also shed light on the morphological stability of 

carbon nanoparticles at high temperatures. Furthermore, the stability of carbon onions 

was investigated by observing them under sustained electron irradiation with an 

extremely intense beam up to 1500 A/cm2 at 600°C in the TEM.  

 

4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Annealing Experiments 

Graphitic soot which contains MWCNTs and polyhedral nanoparticles formed on 

the cathode in the arc-discharge apparatus was used as the starting material for the 

experiments. The soot was dispersed in ethanol and ultrasonicated for a few minutes. It 

was then deposited on homemade pure graphite grids and dried in air. 

Firstly, the pristine specimens were irradiated by electrons with an energy of 300 
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keV and an intensity of 500 A/cm2 for approximately 10 minutes in the TEM where they 

were held at 600°C during both irradiation and inspection by a heating stage. The 

elevated specimen temperature in the TEM was chosen to prevent uncontrolled 

beam-induced defect formation in the graphitic material. Whereas the graphitic 

nanoparticles before irradiation were polyhedral and showed the usual spacing of 0.33 

nm between the shells, the spherical onions after irradiation were in a compressed state 

where the interlayer spacing decreased from 0.31 nm near the surface down to 0.25 nm 

in the centre. 

In order to study the stability of the compressed carbon onions under annealing, the 

homemade graphite grids were taken out from the TEM after the formation of some 

self-compressed onions and transferred to a graphite crucible in an ultrahigh-vacuum 

chamber. The crucible was heated by an electron beam (2 kV, 0.5–1 A) to temperatures 

in the range of 1200–2000°C. The temperature was measured by a pyrometer through a 

viewing window. The pressure in the chamber was about 2×10-6 Pa before annealing. 

The average heating rate from room temperature to 2000°C and cooling rate from 

2000°C to 1000°C were about 44 and 67 °C/s, respectively. The specimens were then 

annealed for a certain time. After cooling down to room temperature, they were 

transferred back to the TEM and inspected again at a temperature of 600°C, but at low 

electron beam dose (15 A/cm2 for a typical observation for less than one minute) to 

avoid the build-up of new pressure in the centre of carbon onions. By marking the 

graphite grids and taking series of images at high and low magnifications, the irradiated 

structures could be found again after the ex-situ annealing. 

 

4.2.2 Irradiation Experiments 
For studying the stability of carbon onions under extremely intense electron 

irradiation, graphitic soot made by arc-discharge technique was deposited on pure Cu 

grids. The specimens were exposed to electron irradiation with an intensity up to 1500 

A/cm2 in the TEM where they were held at a temperature of 600°C during irradiation 
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and inspection by using a heating stage. The morphological evolutions of the carbon 

nanoparticles were recorded. 

 

4.3 Results and Discussions 

4.3.1 Annealing Experiments 

 

 
Figure 4.1: (a): a faceted carbon onion in the starting material before irradiation; (b): the same 

particle after intense electron irradiation; (c) and (d): after ex-situ annealing at 2000°C for 120 and 

300 seconds, respectively. Whereas the shells in the centre in (b) are compressed (seen as a 

decreased spacing), the shells in (c) and (d) are relaxed. 
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Figure 4.2: A small carbon onion (a): before irradiation; (b): after electron irradiation; (c): after 

annealing for 120 seconds at 2000°C. The relaxation upon annealing in (c) is visible as an increase 

of spacing between the shells. The plot shows an intensity profile through the onion from image (b) 

in red and (c) in blue. The profiles extend from the center (distance 0) to the surface (distance 4.3 

nm). The profile of (b) has been stretched vertically to match the amplitude of (c). 

 

The results of annealing at 2000°C of a large carbon onion and a small carbon 

onion are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The onions in the starting material 

before irradiation are shown in the respective figures (a). After electron irradiation they 

are transformed to a spherical compressed particle in (b), and the onions after ex-situ 

annealing at 2000°C for 120 seconds are shown in (c). The spacing between the layers 

in the starting material (figures (a)) is approximately 0.33 nm, as in bulk graphite. After 

irradiation (figures (b)), the onions are in a self-compressed state and the spacings 

between the shells range from 0.33 nm at the surfaces to 0.27 nm close to the centres. 

Generally, the distances between the shells in the centers of the larger onions are smaller 

than those in the centers of the smaller onions, indicating that larger onions have higher 

pressure in the centers due to the cumulative action of more shells. After annealing for 

approximately 120 seconds at 2000°C (figures (c)), the spacings between the shells 
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relax towards the initial value of 0.33 nm, even in the centres, so that a complete 

relaxation of compressive strain occurs. Further annealing at 2000°C for another 180 

seconds (300 seconds totally) does not result in obvious morphological changes (Figure 

4.1 (d)) which further demonstrates that the relaxation has finished completely in the 

first annealing step (120 seconds). The minor difference between Figure 4.1 (c) and (d) 

can be attributed to the electron irradiation during inspection in the TEM. Larger onions 

such as the one shown in Figure 4.1 develop an internal hollow during annealing and a 

tendency towards faceting of the surface. In some cases, annealing caused an internal 

hollow of up to 5 nm and a corresponding expansion of the onions. Due to the 

relaxation and expansion of the structures, the number of shells decreases during the 

annealing. For reasons of mass conservation, the number of shells decreases during 

expansion (18 layers in Figure 4.1 (b) and 15 layers in 4.1 (c); 13 layers in Figure 4.2 (b) 

and 12 layers in 4.2 (c)). An intensity profile through the images of the onion is shown 

in Figure 4.2. Maxima correspond to bright and mininma to dark fringes. The increase 

in spacing between the shells during relaxation is seen as the increase in “wavelength” 

from (b) to (c).These observations were reproduced for many other onions. 

Figure 4.3 shows the results of annealing at 1500°C for 120 and 420 seconds. 

Figure 4.3 (a) and (b) shows that the onion is in the relaxed and self-compressed state 

before and after irradiation in the TEM before annealing, respectively. The spacings 

between the shells decreased from 0.33 nm (Figure 4.3 (a)) to 0.33 nm at the surface 

and 0.30 nm in the centre (Figure 4.3 (b)). After annealing at 1500°C for approximately 

120 seconds (Figure 4.3 (c)), the onion is still in a self-compressed state and the 

spacings between the shells range from 0.33 nm at the surface to 0.31 nm in the centre,  

larger than those before annealing (Figure 4.3 (b)). The compression decreased, but did 

not vanish. After annealing at 1500°C for another 300 seconds (Figure 4.3 (d)), the 

spacing between the shells relaxes completely towards the initial value of 0.33 nm as 

shown in Figure 4.3 (a). However, a considerable expansion of the onions did not occur. 

In the whole process, the number of shells decreased from 22 before annealing to 20 

after annealing for 120 seconds and finally to 19 after annealing for 420 seconds. 
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Figure 4.3: Annealing of a carbon onion at 1500°C. (a): before irradiation; (b): after electron 

irradiation; (c) and (d): after annealing at 1500°C for 120 and 420 seconds, respectively. Whereas the 

shells in the centre in (b) are compressed (seen as a decreased spacing), the shells are relaxed partly 

in (c) and completely in (d). 

 

The results of annealing at 1200°C are shown in Figure 4.4. Before and after 

annealing at 1200°C the spacings between the shells remain 0.33 nm at the surface and 

0.29 nm close to the centre (Figure 4.4 (b)–(d)). The compression of the onion is 

preserved and no considerable relaxation occurs. But there is a slight change of the 

shape of the shells.  

Another experiment was carried out at 1300°C for a very long time up to 3 hours, 

and the results are shown in Figure 4.5. After annealing for 3 hours at 1300°C, the 

compression of the onion is preserved and no measurable relaxation occurs, 

demonstrating their stability under sustained heating. 
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Figure 4.4: Annealing of a carbon onion at 1200°C. (a): before irradiation; (b): after electron 

irradiation; (c) and (d): after annealing at 1200°C for 120 and 420 seconds, respectively. The 

compression of the shells is completely preserved after annealing. Scale bar: 2 nm. 

 

Early studies have suggested that the self-compression happens in carbon onions 

under electron irradiation when carbon atoms are sputtered from planar or curved 

graphitic layers, leading to the formation of pentagonal and heptagonal rings that induce 

curvature in the network [17, 106]. Graphenic layers can heal irradiation-induced 

vacancies by a reconstruction of the lattice, which allows a contraction of a closed 

graphenic shell due to removal of atoms [20]. Therefore, a tension in each shell arises 

from the continuous removal of atoms from the outermost layer by sputtering and a 

redistribution of interstitials within the particle which eventually results in the spherical 

shape and the contraction of the onions [73]. Onions with coherent shells which were 

generated under irradiation at high temperature appear to have a lasting stability at room 

temperature and at least for several hours at temperatures up to 1000°C, although some 

early studies have indicated that defective carbon onions generated under irradiation at 
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room temperature might be unstable on a longer time scale [52, 107]. Specimens with 

self-compressed onions remain unchanged even after keeping at room temperature in air 

for several months. Thus, it turns out that no non-thermal interstitials exist after the 

irradiation process in the specimen. 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Annealing of a carbon onion at 1300°C. (a): before irradiation; (b): after electron 

irradiation; (c): after ex-situ annealing at 1300°C for 1 hour; (d): after ex-situ annealing for 3 hours 

totally. The compression of the shells is completely preserved after annealing. Scale bar: 5 nm. 

 

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show that there is no obvious increase in the distance between 

the shells at 1200°C and 1300°C and only a slight change in diameter of the shells, 

which might be explained by defect reconstruction within the shells, for example, 

non-hexagonal rings such as in a Haeckelite structure [108]. Many of the energetically 

unfavourable non-hexagonal rings can be eliminated by the exchange of atoms between 

the shells and eventually the spherical onion transforms back to the faceted shape. 

However, Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the observed relaxation of carbon onions during 
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annealing at high temperature of 2000°C, which can only be explained by an exchange 

of carbon atoms between the shells. During relaxation the atoms have to migrate normal 

to the layers outwards, because the diffusion in a pressure gradient is generally directed 

towards the low-pressure region. The appearance of the internal hollow as shown in 

figure 4.1 (c) further proves that an exchange of atoms between the shells has occurred 

because a considerable expansion of the inner shells is observed. 

The morphological change after annealing allows us to obtain information about 

the long-sought migration of interstitials normal to the layers. It can be estimated that 

the atoms must travel along a length x  of at least one interlayer distance and most 

likely a few spacings (≤ 1 nm) during the annealing time t to lead to the slight relaxation 

of the particle as observed at the onset temperature 1500°C (Figure 4.3 (c) and (d)). 

According to the expression for the diffusion coefficient D of one-dimensional diffusion 

given in Chapter 1:  

t
xD
2

2

=                              (4.1) 

A value of the order D ≈ 3×10-22 m2s-1 at 1500°C is obtained. Uncertainties are 

caused by the difficulty of measuring the mean travel distance x  of the atoms and the 

annealing time precisely (it takes some time to heat up and cool down the crucible). The 

range of error of the measurement is within 8×10-23 and 1×10-21 m2s-1. The diffusion 

coefficient D is related to the activation energy Ea by  
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where g is a geometrical factor of the order 0.1, a is the jump distance (here the spacing 

between the basal planes), ν0 is an attempt frequency for atom jumps of the order of the 

Debye frequency, kB is Boltzmann’s constant (1.38×10-23 J/K), and T is the absolute 

temperature. A prefactor D0 can be estimated by 8
0

2
0 104 −×≈= νgaD  m2s-1. An 
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activation energy of 3.00.5 ±=aE  eV for atom jumps between the layers is obtained 

with the above diffusion coefficient (3×10-22 m2s-1) at the temperature of 1500°C. The 

pre-exponential factor is somewhat uncertain [15], but it has only minor influence on 

the activation energy. With the activation energy Ea of 5.0 eV, the diffusion coefficient 

at the temperature of 1300°C can be calculated by the equation (4.3) 24104 −×≈D  

m2s-1. After calculation with equation (4.1) it takes approximately 4 hours for atoms to 

diffuse over one interlayer distance of 0.33 nm. As expected no detectable relaxation of 

the shells was observable after annealing at 1300°C up to 3 hours, as shown in Figure 

4.5. 

The error of ±0.3 eV was given by taking into account the uncertainty of this 

particular measurement, excluding the possible influence of stress and structural defects. 

There is a considerable number of non-hexagonal rings in spherical carbon onions. The 

removal of atoms from these defects might require a slightly lower vacancy formation 

energy than in planar graphite, which would lead to a lower activation energy for 

inter-layer jumps. Since the curvature of large onions is low and even the outermost 

shells of the structures expand, it is reasonable to assume that the activation energy for 

atom migration normal to the layers in planar graphite is somewhat higher but not too 

far from the value of 5.0 eV. It is in moderate agreement with diffusion data obtained 

from 14C tracer (Ea > 5 eV) [92] or boron (Ea = 6.6 eV) [91] diffusion in macroscopic 

graphite crystals in the 1960s. Theoretical studies have given interstitial migration 

energies of 2.3 eV [93] or 1.2–1.7 eV [94]. The activation energy for diffusion is the 

sum of defect formation energy and migration energy, but in the present case (jump of a 

carbon atom between two layers) these two energies can hardly be separated because no 

stable Frenkel pairs are generated. In the initial stage of relaxation the exchange of the 

atoms between the compressed layers might need a lower activation energy than that 

between the relaxed planar layers because of the presence of stress. But the ongoing 

expansion of the shells, as shown in Figure 4.1, shows that interstitial diffusion 

continues even in the relaxed structure. 
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A redistribution of atoms within the layers can occur at much lower temperature 

due to the lower activation energy for vacancy diffusion in graphene or nanotubes [51, 

63, 68]. Such a thermal distribution would lead to morphological changes of the layers 

but not to considerable changes of their diameter as discussed above which was indeed 

observed at 1200°C for some particles. The shape of the particles changed slightly but 

the compression was preserved (shown in Figure 4.4). Therefore, it is concluded that the 

activation energy for atom migration within the basal plane of the layers (via vacancy 

diffusion) is obviously smaller than that for jumps between the layers, although a 

precise value for in-plane diffusion cannot be derived from the present observations. 

Other scenarios for atom migration such as the recently reported inter-layer dislocations 

in nanotubes [100] may also be taken into account, but no experimental evidence for 

dislocations was found in this study. 

 

4.3.2 Irradiation Experiments 
The morphological evolution of carbon nanoparticles under extremely intense (300 

keV, 1500 A/cm2) electron irradiation at 600°C is shown in Figure 4.6. The hollow 

polyhedral nanoparticle in the starting material produced by the arc-discharge technique 

before irradiation is shown in Figure 4.6 (a). Figure 4.6 (b)–(j) shows the same particle 

after irradiation with an extremely intense electron beam for 5 s, 10 s, 15 s, 20 s, 25 s, 

30 s, 40 s, 50 s, and 60 s, respectively.  

Under intense electron irradiation, a polyhedral carbon nanoparticle with an inner 

hollow collapsed and deformed to a spherical carbon onion in a self-compressed state, 

as shown in Figures 4.6 (a)–(d). Continuous irradiation made the onion shrink by 

sputtering, as shown in Figures 4.6 (d)–(j). 
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Figure 4.6: Morphological evolution of a carbon nanoparticle under extremely intense (1500 A/cm2) 

electron irradiation at 600°C. 
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Figure 4.7: Diameter and number of shells of a carbon nanoparticle as a function of the irradiation 

time. 

 

The size and the number of shells of the nanoparticle as a function of irradiation 

time are plotted in Figure 4.7. Considering the uncertainties due to the shape of the 

nanoparticles, the number of shells as a function of the irradiation time should give 

more direct information. The shrinkage of the onions due to sputtering is clearly visible. 

In the first 20 seconds the number of shells increased, corresponding to the collapse and 

deformation of the hollow polyhedral carbon nanoparticle into a spherical onion 

(Figures 4.6 (a)–(d)). In the range of 20 to 60 seconds there are two slopes (green lines) 

in the lower figure: one is in the range of 20 to 40 seconds and the other is in that after 

40 seconds. The slope (k) with a negative value represents the decrease of the number of 
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shells in unit time (
t
Nk
Δ
Δ

−= ). Thus, a slope with a higher absolute value shows a 

lower stability of the onion. From Figure 4.7 it can be seen clearly that the smaller the 

onion is, the more stable it is.  

An early study by M. S. Zwanger et al. indicated that carbon onions generated with 

an electron beam at room temperature are unstable after irradiation [52]. It has been 

proposed that dangling bonds in adjacent unstructured material may initiate the breaking 

up of the outer shells and imperfections in the shells should accelerate it. However, in 

the present work annealing at the observation temperature of 600°C obviously improves 

the stability and perfection of the carbon nanostructures under moderate electron 

irradiation because the shells are coherent. And it was also found that the stability of 

carbon onions increases with decreasing size, which is not explained theoretically to 

date. It is very difficult to observe the evolution of smaller onions with less than 5 layers, 

because on the one hand such small onions frequently jump or move behind large 

carbon nanoparticles under intense electron irradiation, which makes their imaging 

impossible; on the other hand they are so stable that a much longer time would be 

needed to peel off one layer. Theoretical work on the stability of carbon onions is also 

difficult due to the uncertainty of their precise structure and the size of the system. 

Detailed calculations on the stability of large multilayer carbon onions are not yet 

available.  
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Chapter 5 Diffusion of Carbon Atoms 
inside Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes 

 

The mobility of interstitial carbon atoms in SWCNTs along the axial direction was 

determined by the combination of electron irradiation experiments in the TEM with 

kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) simulations. Accompanying simulations were carried out by 

the group of Dr. A. Krasheninnikov and Prof. K. Nordlund at the University of Helsinki. 

The irradiation dose necessary to cut nanotubes with a focused electron beam was 

measured repeatedly as a function of the separation between the two cuts at different 

temperatures. As the cutting speed is related to the migration of displaced carbon atoms 

trapped inside the tube and their recombination with vacancies at the gap, information 

about the mobility of atoms was available. A migration barrier of about 0.25 eV for 

carbon atoms diffusing inside nanotubes is obtained. This is an experimental 

confirmation of the remarkably high mobility of interstitial atoms inside carbon 

nanotubes, which shows that nanotubes have potential applications as pipelines for the 

transport of carbon atoms. 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Carbon nanotubes, especially SWCNTs promise applications in many fields of 

nanotechnology due to their novel structures and properties. Many methods are 

developed to tailor them locally in order to get new structures and properties. In 

addition to chemical methods, this can also be achieved by spatially localized irradiation 

with energetic particles, combined with high-temperature annealing. Recent 

experiments demonstrated that the morphology of nanotubes can be changed with 

nearly atomic precision by irradiation with electron or ion beams of high energy 

[23–27]. Moreover, in many cases particle irradiation may lead to structural 
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self-organization or self-assembly in carbon nanostructures [20]. All these phenomena 

are due to a delicate balance between defect creation, migration and annealing. 

Therefore, detailed knowledge of creation, migration and annihilation of defects in 

nanostructured carbon materials is highly indispensable. 

Point defects created by particle irradiation in carbon nanotubes are mainly 

vacancies and interstitials. The former can locally change the curvature of the shell, and 

the latter can occupy two possible positions: carbon interstitial atoms can be attached to 

the nanotube on the inner or outer surface. In this chapter we denote carbon atoms 

inside SWCNTs as interstitials, and atoms absorbed on the outer surface as adatoms. A 

lot of theoretical work on diffusion of point defects in SWCNTs systems has already 

been done [42–46] because this subject is ideally suited for computational studies, as no 

van der Waals interaction (as in MWCNTs) has to be taken into account. However, until 

now, no quantitative experimental information on the mobility of such defects was 

available. Although recent in-situ experiments in the TEM made it possible to create 

defects in nanotubes with energetic electrons and monitor the defect evolution at room 

[26, 109] and elevated [68] temperatures, the low visibility of point defects and the 

limited time resolution in the TEM made the direct measurement of defect migration 

barriers difficult. The situation in nanotubes is not the same as in graphite because 

graphene sheets in nanotubes are curved and the separation between the sheets and the 

stacking order of MWCNTs are completely different from graphite. Moreover, recent 

theoretical results [47, 48] are inconsistent with the old experimental data on migration 

energies of point defects in graphite [15]. Particularly, an early study [45] has 

qualitatively shown that the hollow inside nanotubes plays an important role in defect 

evolution because interstitial carbon atoms have a high mobility in the channel and 

nanotubes may act as pipelines for the transport of carbon atoms. Thus, quantitative 

experimental information on the mobility of carbon interstitials in SWCNTs is desired 

and valuable. 

In the present study, quantitative experimental information on the mobility of 

carbon interstitials in SWCNTs was obtained by cutting SWCNT bundles with an 
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intensely focused electron beam at various temperatures in the TEM. As the cutting 

speed is related to the defect annealing rate, such a set-up makes it possible to measure 

the migration barrier for carbon atoms trapped inside SWCNTs. Collaboration with a 

group carrying out kMC simulations was necessary to validate the interpretation of the 

results and get a complete picture of defect migration. 

 

5.2. Experimental 

 

Figure 5.1: TEM picture of a SWCNT bundle partially cut by an electron beam. Red dashed circle 

represents the electron beam diameter and the moving direction of the electron beam is arrowed in 

yellow. 

 

Commercially available powder of SWCNTs bundles was ultrasonicated in pure 

ethanol for a few minutes. The well-dispersed solution was dropped on a pure Mo grid, 

and then dried in air. In the present study, Mo grids were used instead of Cu grids in 

order to withstand temperatures up to 900°C. The experiments were carried out in the 

TEM, where the specimens were heated up to temperatures in the range of 400–900°C 

by a heating stage during cutting and inspection. A SWCNT bundle was cut by focusing 

the electron beam on a spot of 4–5 nm in diameter (FWHM of the Gaussian beam 
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profile, the dashed circle in Figure 5.1) with typical beam current densities of 2000– 

4000 A/cmP

2
P and slowly moving the beam across the bundle (direction is arrowed in 

Figure 5.1). Although irradiation in a spot does not offer good imaging conditions, the 

tube under the beam was still visible during cutting. 

  

1st
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Figure 5.2: The procedure of cutting a SWNT bundle: before cutting at low (a) and high (b) 

magnification; the first cut of the bundle is shown step by step at low (c, e, g) and high (d, f, h) 

magnification; the second cut is shown step by step at low (i, k, m) and high (j, l, n) magnification.  

The arrows in blue and red point to the gap made by 1P

st
P cut and 2P

nd
P cut, respectively. Scale bar: 5 nm. 

 

The procedure of cutting a SWCNT bundle is shown in Figure 5.2. At first, a clean 

SWCNTs bundle was chosen (in Figure 5.2 (a) and (b)) and cut somewhere far away 

from the ends (arrowed in blue in Figure 5.2 (c) and (d)). The electron dose necessary 

for cutting and the cutting speed were measured by moving the electron beam across the 

SWCNT bundle. It is worthy to be noted that such a cutting speed is critical, i.e. a lower 

1st
2nd 
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speed would waste electrons because the gap has already been achieved; a higher speed 

would result in damage but not complete cutting. The first cutting speed (νB1 B in units of 

nm/s) was obtained by measuring the depth of the gap (in units of nm) and the cutting 

time (in units of seconds), and dividing depth by time, according to the figures 5.2 (c)– 

(g). Afterwards, at a certain distance from the first cut, the bundle was cut for the second 

time (arrowed in red in Figures 5.2 (i)–(n)) and the second cutting speed νB2 B was 

measured in the same way.  

The procedure was carried out for various distances between the cuts at 400, 600 

and 900°C, respectively. For each measurement of the cutting speed, a fresh SWCNT 

bundle was chosen, i.e. a new first cut was made and then the speed for the second cut 

at a certain distance from the first cut was measured.  

 

5.3 Results 

Figure 5.3 shows the relative cutting speed νB2 B/νB1 B at various temperatures as a 

function of separation between two cuts L, and the dashed line represents the speed of 

the first cut. It shows that the second cutting speed (νB2 B) was lower than the first one νB1 B, 

which means the dose necessary for the second cut was higher. This is consistent with 

the results from previous studies [43, 45, 110]. It is evident that the second cutting speed 

is affected by the presence of the first cut at small separations, but this effect decreases 

gradually and eventually vanishes with increasing L. At large separations between the 

cuts the cutting speed for the second cut νB2 B saturated towards νB1 B within the experimental 

error, as expected. The deviations between νB1 B and νB2 B (L → ∞) are around 14% at 400°C, 

but less than 5% at 600 and 900°C. It is also obvious that for a certain L the ratio 

decreases with increasing temperature after rescaling to νB1 B = νB2B (L → ∞), as more clearly 

shown in Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.3 Relative cutting speed νB2B/ νB1B at various temperatures as a function of separation L between 

the two cuts. The dashed line represents the cutting speed of the first cut. 

 

5.4 Discussions 

Early studies [43, 45] have indicated that the diffusivity of interstitials inside the 

tube is higher than that of adatoms migrating on the outer surface. Figure 5.4 

schematically shows the situation of cutting a SWCNT. When a SWCNT is cut by an 

electron beam with high energy, at first the shell shrinks and then quickly breaks, 

leaving an open end due to the knock-on displacement by electron irradiation. Thus, 

there is a certain number of vacancies and interstitial atoms. As mentioned in Chapter 2, 

above 300°C vacancies tend to migrate in the shell and coalesce with others which 

results in the curvature of the shell and eventually closing of the open ends with two 

fullerenic caps. Such a cap blocks the interstitials generated by the electron beam and 

limits their migration inside the tube. When a second cut is made, the interstitials diffuse 

inside the tube and are reflected at the closed end. When they migrate back to the 
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second cut from where they stem, they annihilate with vacancies in the gap, which 

makes the cutting speed low. The interstitial also can penetrate the nanotube shell by an 

atom exchange mechanism, but this needs an activation energy which is at least one 

order of magnitude higher than for the diffusion along the axis [111]. Therefore, the 

diffusion of the interstitials along the axis governs the cutting speed. 

 

 
Figure 5.4: Schematic representation of a SWCNT within the bundle cut by the electron beam. (a) 

The first cut is being made. The interstitials created by the beam move away from the cut in both 

directions and disappear. Finally, a gap forms due to the agglomeration of vacancies and two 

fullerenic caps close both open ends. (b) During the development of the second cut, the interstitials 

have a higher probability for arriving at the cut due to ‘reflection’ from the cap and annihilating with 

vacancies thus slowing down the second cutting speed. 

 

In order to get rid of the influence from surrounding, the SWCNT bundles which 

were cut in this study were chosen as clean as possible, just like the bundle in Figure 5.2. 

There are often contaminations, such as amorphous carbon (shown in Figure 5.5 (a)) 
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and metal nanoparticles (arrowed in Figure 5.5 (b)) remaining as catalysts from the 

process of production of SWCNTs. These contaminations may have an influence on the 

diffusion of interstitial atoms in carbon nanotubes, but this has not been studied yet. 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Contamination on commercially available bundles of SWCNTs: (a) amorphous carbon 

and (b) metal nanoparticle. 

 

It is very difficult to achieve a second cut very close to the first cut, for example at 

distances less than 20 nm, as shown in Figure 5.6. In this case, the SWCNT bundle 

bends rather than breaks. Thus, there are no experimental data available when the 

separation between two cuts is less than 20 nm in Figure 5.3. 

Several complications have to be taken into account. We deal with SWCNT 

bundles instead of individual SWCNTs because of the better accuracy in the 

determination of the cutting time (somewhat less than 4 seconds for one tube under the 

present conditions.). The mobility of atoms on the outer surface could possibly be 

influenced by adjacent tubes. For comparison, several isolated SWCNTs were cut at 400 

and 600°C (in Figure 5.7) to get a value for the cutting speed of the first cut. With the 

measurement of the electron beam current density which can be done by measuring the 

current on the screen in the viewing chamber of the electron microscope and the 

irradiation time, a typical electron dose for the cutting of a pristine SWCNT (first cut) at 

600°C is estimated to be approximately 10P

9
P electrons/nmP

2
. 
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Figure 5.6: The case that the second cut is very close to the first one: (a) and (b) are the first cut at 

low and high magnification, respectively; when the second cut is very close to the first cut, the 

SWCNT bundle bends instead of breaking (c and d). The first cut is arrowed in blue and the second 

cut is arrowed in red.  

 

 

Figure 5.7: The cutting of an isolated SWCNT: (a) before and (b) after cutting. 

 

Table 5.1 shows at the same temperature the absolute cutting speed of the first cut 

for the SWCNTs bundles which is generally lower than that for an isolated SWCNT in 

the investigated temperature range. The presence of nearby tubes and reduction of open 
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space which would make the migration of carbon atoms inside inter-tube channels 

slower than for free-standing SWCNTs should be responsible for it. Secondly, the first 

cutting speed increases with decreasing temperature both for an isolated SWCNT and 

the bundles, because the annealing is faster at higher temperature. 

 

Table 5.1: The absolute cutting speed of the first cut for both SWCNT bundles and 

isolated SWCNTs at various temperatures. 

      400°C   600°C   900°C 

Isolated 
 (0.5 ~ 0.8) nm/s 

  av. 0.65 nm/s 
0.50 nm/s

 

Bundle 
(0.25 ~ 0.39) nm/s 

  av. 0.32 nm/s 
0.30 nm/s 0.20 nm/s 

 

Moreover, it is found that the cutting speed for the first cut νB1 B is influenced by the 

structural perfection of the tubes and varies from bundle to bundle, especially at 400°C. 

By measuring νB1 B on many independent SWCNT bundles in the same specimen, an 

experimental error of about 20%, including uncertainties in the measurement of the 

cutting speed and possible variations of the necessary dose to cut tubes with different 

structures, is obtained from the scatter in the data. To account for minor deviation 

between νB1 B and νB2B (L → ∞), it is assumed that νB1 B = νB2 B (L → ∞) and the relative cutting 

speed νB2B/νB1 B is used for the analysis. As mentioned above, at 400°C νB2 B (L → ∞) saturates 

towards a value which is 14% less than νB1 B. This is not fully understood. A possible 

explanation is the different annealing of pre-existing defects such as small carbon 

clusters at different temperatures or the agglomeration of defects created during the first 

cut. 

The following analysis of the data has been carried out by our collaborators, the 

group of Dr. A. Krasheninnikov and Prof. K. Nordlund at the University of Helsinki. 
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If a drop in the cutting speed at small separations originates from a different 

distribution of interstitials in nanotubes, which is affected by temperature and the 

presence of the cap at the first cut, the cutting speed can be assumed as: 

ννν Δ−= 12                          (5.1) 

where Δν is a drop in the cutting speed due to the recombination of vacancies at the 

second cut with the interstitials ‘reflected’ back from the gap induced by the first cut. Δν 

is proportional to the number n of the interstitials which recombined with vacancies. 

The higher the n, the slower the cutting process is. It can be further assumed that n ~ τP

-1
P, 

where τ is the time required for the interstitial to travel to the cap of the tube induced by 

the first cut and back. 

It is known that in a quasi-one-dimensional system [112], 

DL /~ 2τ                            (5.2) 

where D is the diffusivity of the created defects, 

[ ]TkEDD Bm /exp0 −=                      (5.3) 

where DB0 B is a constant prefactor, EBmB is the migration barrier, kBB B is the Boltzmann’s 

constant and T is the absolute temperature. 

By combining equations (5.1)–(5.3), the relative cutting speed νB2 B/νB1 B in terms of E BmB 

and L can be expressed as: 

2
12 /)(1/ LTA−=νν                       (5.4) 

[ ]TkEATA Bm /exp)( 0 −=                     (5.5) 

The migration barrier EBmB can now be deduced from the experimental data (symbols 

in Figure 5.8) by fitting coefficients A with equations (5.4) and (5.5) at different 

temperatures, and all curves are rescaled: less than 5% at 600 and 900°C; 14% at 400°C 

(shown in Figure 5.8). The best fit gave EBmB = 0.25±0.05 eV. The lower and the upper 

limits on EBmB can also be calculated as 0.1 and 0.4 eV by taking into account two lower 

(400 and 600°C) and higher (600 and 900°C) temperatures, respectively. Thus, based on 

the experimental results, it can be concluded that the migration energy along the tube 
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axis of single interstitials inside the open hollow of the nanotubes is indeed quite small, 

in the range of 0.2–0.3 eV, corroborating the predicted theoretical results [43, 45].  

 

 
Figure 5.8: Relative cutting speed νB2B/νB1B at various temperatures as a function of separation between 

the cuts L. Symbols stand for the experimental data, solid lines are fits obtained with the equation 

(5.4). All curves were scaled to νB1 B = νB2B (L → ∞): less than 5% at 600 and 900°C, 14% at 400°C. The 

error of each measurement is approximately 20%. 

 

Actually, various diffusion paths for point defects are possible, because a nanotube 

is not a real 1D system. A kMC code has been recently developed by our collaborators 

[111] and used to gain insight into the atomic scale processes which occurs during the 

electron irradiation. The response of the SWCNT to electron irradiation was available 

by simulating the migration, annihilation and clustering of point defects on a SWCNT, 

including single vacancies, adatoms and interstitials, on a macroscopic timescale up to 

several minutes. Thus, the migration energies and annihilation characteristics were 

obtained from density functional based calculations [43, 45, 46]. 

The Helsinki group developed a model by taking an armchair (10, 10) nanotube 

with a length of 2 μm and diameter of 1.3 nm close to the nanotubes used in the 

experiments in size (shown in Figure 5.7 (a)). The closure of the structure due to the 
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first cut was modeled as a hard wall which reflects all incoming interstitials. Based on 

the experimental conditions and estimation of displacement cross-section [113, 114], the 

beam was assumed to produce 2.5 displacements atomP

-1
Ps P

-1
P with a Gaussian probility 

distribution around the center of the beam. 

The results of the simulations at T = 400, 500 and 600°C and for L in the range of 

10–90 nm are shown in Figure 5.9. The simulations at temperatures higher than 600°C 

could not be achieved due to computational limitations, because the simulation time 

needed to cut a SWCNT increases exponentially with temperature in the computational 

model. This resulted in a high scatter in the kMC results at 600°C so that the data could 

not be fit well. 

 

 

Figure 5.9: Results of kMC simulations carried out by the group of Dr. A. Krasheninnikov at the 

University of Helsinki. (a) Trajectory of an interstitial inside a (10, 10) nanotube at T = 500°C during 

30 ns. (b) Trajectory of an adatom at T = 500°C during 1 ms. Note the difference in the timescale. (c) 

Relative velocity for the second cut as obtained by the kMC simulations as a function of the 

separation between the cuts. Solid lines show the theoretical curves obtained through equation (5.5) 

at different temperatures. 

 

 

The theoretical result confirms that the drop of cutting speed can be understood 
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within the simple theoretical model described by equation (5.2). A detailed analysis of 

the trajectories showed that interstitials tend to spiral inside the tube, while the 

trajectories of adatoms are closer to straight lines due to curvature effects [43], as shown 

in Figure 5.9 (a) and (b). Although adatoms with a migration barrier of about 0.7 eV 

also contribute to annealing at temperatures over 500°C, it is undoubted that the 

probability for an interstitial to ‘meet’ a vacancy is higher. More detailed theoretical 

work can be found in our paper [115].  

Here, two facts are worth to be mentioned. Firstly, the migration barrier of carbon 

interstitials inside the inner hollow of SWCNTs obtained from the present work is an 

average value because the diffusivity of interstitials in a particular tube should depend 

on its chirality. Secondly, the theoretical simulation is just qualitatively consistent with 

the more complicated experimental situation due to two reasons. The kMC simulations 

were carried out on a fixed lattice. It is known that carbon nanotubes shrink under 

irradiation [45], and there may be a barrier for recombination of interstitials and 

vacancies due to the formation of new bonds at pentagons [46], especially in 

divacancies. Furthermore, in actual experiments interstitials may be incorporated into 

the lattice at the first cut and annihilate with pre-existing defects due to restructuring of 

the carbon network, which is beyond the kMC model.  
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Chapter 6 Diffusion of Metal Atoms in 
Graphene 

Metal atoms play an important role in technology of carbon nanostructures, 

especially in the catalytic formation of carbon nanotubes. In the present work, the 

location and migration of individual gold and platinum atoms in graphene layers in a 

temperature range of 600–700°C were monitored in real-time by high-resolution TEM. 

Au and Pt atoms are located on vacancies in the graphene lattice and migrate by thermal 

jumps between different lattice sites. The activation energy was obtained to be 2.5 eV 

for migration of Pt and Au within graphene planes. However, Pt atoms migrate along in 

the axial direction in MWCNTs and the open edge of graphene with a lower activation 

energy of 2.3 eV, which means the diffusion in curved layers of carbon nanotubes is 

faster than in planar graphene sheets.  

 

6.1 Introduction 

The discovery of graphene, a single layer of carbon atoms packed into a 

benzene-ring structure, has sparked much interest in the past decade. It is regarded as 

the basic building block for all graphite materials. Graphene with its real one-layer 

structure became first available in the cylindrically closed shape of SWCNTs [88, 89]. 

However, recently flat sheets of graphene have been isolated by either chemical 

intercalation [116, 117] or mechanical exfoliation [118], but graphene planes prepared 

by the former method tend to scroll to multilayered sheets. It has been found that 

graphene as well as SWCNTs have unique and outstanding mechanical and electrical 

properties [49, 119, 120].  

Metal atoms have strong interaction with carbon atoms in graphene and their 

presence in carbon nanostructures consisting of one or several graphene layers has a 

major influence on the properties of these systems. In addition, metal atoms also play a 
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central role in the catalytic formation and growth of graphitic structures such as carbon 

nanotubes [121]. However, their catalytic action is difficult to investigate in experiments 

because individual metal atoms can hardly be observed by techniques of microscopic 

imaging during the catalytic process. A lot of theoretical work on the interaction 

between metal and carbon atoms has already been done mainly based on energy 

calculations and molecular dynamics [42, 44, 121–123].  Therefore, an experimental 

observation of the behaviour of individual metal atoms in graphene layers is highly 

desirable. 

In the TEM the scattering of the electron beam at single carbon atoms is quite low, 

but heavy atoms can be seen under favourable conditions [124]. It should be stressed 

that the limiting factor in the visibility of single atoms is not the lateral resolution of the 

TEM, as it is usually believed, but the signal-to-noise ratio in the image recording. It is 

also well known that TEM image contrast arises because of the scattering of the incident 

beam by the specimen and the regions of the specimen with heavy atoms scatter more 

electrons than those with light atoms at the same thickness. Therefore, in TEM images 

the regions of heavy atoms appear darker than those of light atoms. Individual heavy 

atoms on light substrates have already been observed in early TEM studies by Iijima 

[125] and later the migration of single tungsten atoms on MgO (001) surfaces was 

investigated by using in-situ high-resolution TEM techniques [126]. The early study 

also has demonstrated individual metal atoms (Co and Au) in graphitic nanostructures 

can be seen in TEM images due to the large mass difference between carbon and heavy 

metal atoms [127]. As mentioned above, recently monoatomic graphene layers have 

been isolated successfully. They have already been subject of TEM studies [128] and 

can be considered as the thinnest possible substrates. Therefore, heavy atoms in or on 

graphene should give a clearly detectable contrast for unambiguous imaging. 

In the present work, individual Au or Pt atoms in graphene planes consisting of one 

or two layers have been monitored in real time at high temperatures by using 

high-resolution TEM. Information about the location of metal atoms in graphene, the 

bonding between metal and carbon, and the diffusion mechanisms were obtained. 
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Activation energies for diffusion of metal atoms in graphene layers were also obtained 

in a temperature range close to the temperature of the technically important 

metal-assisted CVD process.  

 

6.2 Experimental 

In the present work, graphene with one or a few layers was synthesized by the 

arc-discharge technique. A mixture of Au or Pt powder and pure graphite powder was 

filled into the hole at the tip of pure graphite anode in the electric arc-discharge 

apparatus [129, 130]. An arc (40 V, 55 A) was operated in a helium atmosphere (330 

mbar) for 5–10 seconds. The deposit on the cathode was dispersed in ethanol and 

ultrasonicated for a few minutes. And then the well-dispersed material was dropped on 

standard Cu or Mo grids and dried in air for electron microscopy studies. Imaging and 

irradiation were carried out in the TEM. The specimens were heated up to 600 or 700°C 

by a heating stage in the TEM during both observation and imaging in order to speed up 

the migration of metal and carbon atoms and heal the radiation damage in the graphene 

layer which may occur under the electron beam. For the sake of improving the visibility 

of individual metal atoms, the electron dose in the TEM was kept as low as possible for 

getting a clear image, which was achieved with a beam current density of about 30 

A/cm2. Images with lattice resolution were recorded with a slow-scan CCD camera. 

Although a longer exposure time can improve the resolution of the TEM image, it 

should not exceed the residence time of an atom on a lattice site. Therefore, as a 

compromise, an exposure time of 0.3 seconds was chosen. Every 10–30 seconds still 

images with an exposure time of 0.3 seconds were taken. The contrast of the 

micrographs was enhanced by image processing to improve the visibility of the metal 

atoms.  
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6.3 Results and Discussions 

 

Figure 6.1: Pt nanoparticles or clusters in or on a MWCNT (a), onion-like graphite nanoparticle (b) 

and graphenic layers (c); single Pt atoms (arrowed in blue) in or on a MWCNT (d), onion-like 

graphite nanoparticle (e) and graphenic layers (f). 

 

The material synthesized by arc-discharge consisted of MWCNTs (shown in Figure 

6.1 (a) and (d)), onion-like graphitic nanoparticles (Figure 6.1 (b) and (e)), and some 

more or less isolated graphenic sheets with one or a few graphene layers (Figure 6.1 (c) 

and (f)). The metal (Pt in Figure 6.1) prevailed as nanometer-sized crystals and small 

clusters of a few atoms in or on the graphitic structures (shown in Figure 6.1 (a), (b) and 

(c)), or single atoms appearing as dark dots in or on the flat or curved graphenic layers 

(blue arrow in Figure 6.1 (d), (e) and (f)). However, the contrast of individual metal 

atoms varies from image to image due to their migration during the recording of the 

image. The contrast is prominent when the atom remains on a lattice site during the 

exposure. However, the contrast is weak or even vanishes when the metal atom jumps 

over one or several lattice distances while the still image is recorded. This was observed 
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in all image sequences.  

 

 

Figure 6.2: (a) Plan-view (viewing direction normal to the layer) of a monolayer of graphene with Pt 

atoms (arrowed) at 700°C. The geometry is visualized in the drawing in (c). The open edge of the 

layer rolls up at the top. The edge is the line where some Pt atoms are sitting (inner fringe in the 

center of the image). A larger Pt crystal is visible on the bottom. (b) An enlarged view of the group 

of in-plane Pt atoms (black arrow in (a)). The lattice contrast in (b) has been slightly enhanced by 

Fourier filtering.  

 

In principle, the number of monoatomic layers in the graphitic stacks can be 

determined only when the layers are in a side-view orientation (viewing direction 

parallel to the layer surface). However, in most cases, the number of monoatomic layers 

also can be determined even when the layers are in a plan-view orientation (viewing 

direction normal to the layer). The edges of the layers are always bent or rolled up, 
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which makes the determination of the number of layers possible. Generally, the number 

of fringes with inter-fringe distance of 0.34 nm should correspond to the number of 

layers (shown in Figure 6.1 (c) and (f)). However, this is only true for bending angles 

between 90° and somewhat more than 180°. Rolling up with an angle of 270° increases 

the number of fringes by a factor of two and so on for larger angles, because each 

graphene layer appears twice in the projection. Figure 6.2 shows a monolayer of 

graphene with Pt atoms at 700°C. Although there are two fringes at the edge (top), the 

absence of graphitic fringes with inter-fringe distance of 0.34 nm shows that it is really 

a monoatomic layer. The contrast of the hexagonal lattice can be seen clearly in the 

bottom of the area, although the layer is curved. There are Pt crystals formed by the 

clustering of Pt atoms, as shown in the left bottom in Figure 6.2 (a). Besides these, there 

are some Pt atoms sitting at the edge of the layer (top). Figure 6.2 (b) shows the 

magnified view of the area where there is a cluster of about four Pt atoms located in the 

layer, as arrowed in Figure 6.2 (a). It can be clearly seen that the positions of the Pt 

atoms coincide well with the positions of carbon atoms in the graphene lattice, which 

indicates that the Pt atoms are localized on regular lattice sites of carbon atoms.  

In order to further determine the locations of the metal atoms, whether they are 

located in the graphene plane or just sitting on the top of the layers, some images were 

recorded in side-view direction, as shown in Figure 6.3. This is normally the case at the 

periphery of curved layers. Figure 6.3 (a) shows a curved two-layered graphenic 

structure with Au atoms. One atom (arrowed in Figure 6.3 (a)) is located at the 

periphery which appears here as an edge in the projection because the viewing direction 

is parallel to the layer. The contrast of the Au atom is high (apparently the atom 

remained immobile during the exposure) and clearly overlaps with the contrast of the 

outermost graphene layers. Therefore a location of the Au atom on top of the layer can 

be excluded. Another example is shown for Au atoms in a MWCNT in Figure 6.3 (b). 

Although hundreds of such images were recorded, no example of a metal atom sitting 

clearly on top of the surface of a graphenic layer was found. However, as explained later, 

the strongest evidence against a location of metal atoms on top of the layer is that the 
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very low activation energy would make surface diffusion much too fast for giving 

contrast in still images. In the case of more than one graphene layer, possible inter-layer 

positions of metal atoms (intercalation) have to be considered, although no strong 

evidence was found. Even if the metal atoms are located perfectly in-plane, the 

appearance of an inter-layer position may occur due to projection effects in curved 

structures. It can be expected that there exists a slight off-layer position of metal atoms 

when the metal atoms occupy single vacancies in graphene, because the metal-carbon 

bond is somewhat longer than a carbon-carbon bond [123, 131], and the metal-carbon 

bond can adjust its length without inducing strains in the graphene layer. An indication 

for a slight off-layer position might be seen in Figure 6.3 (a). Nevertheless, no clear 

indications for a considerable off-layer position were seen in the present study.  

 

 

Figure 6.3: Au atoms in curved layers, seen in side-view at 600°C. (a) shows the rolled edge of a 

two-layer graphene sheet, (b) is a MWCNT. The position of the Au atoms in the outermost layer is 

arrowed. No considerable off-layer position is detectable. The scale bar is 1 nm.  

 

Figure 6.4 shows Pt atoms in a graphenic structure at 600°C. After migration for 

approximately one minute, two individual Pt atoms (arrowed in black in Figure 6.4 (a)) 

join and form a cluster (arrowed in black in Figure 6.4 (b)). However, another Pt atom 

(arrowed in red) remains almost immobile. Such clusters of two or several Au or Pt 

atoms were often observed in the present study and in many cases they can be 

a b
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distinguished from single atoms by the lateral extension of the cluster. The clusters 

remained stable for a certain time and then dispersed after some time. It is apparent that 

an attractive force, though weak, acts between the metal atoms within the graphitic 

lattice. 

 

 
Figure 6.4: Pt atoms in a graphenic sheet at 600°C, seen in plan-view. The image (b) was recorded 

approximately one minute after (a). Two Pt atoms (arrowed in black) merge and form a cluster, while 

another Pt atom (arrowed in red) remains almost immobile. The scale bar is 1 nm.  

 

Figure 6.5 shows a sequence of plan-view images for the migration of Pt atoms in 

the plane of a graphenic layer at 600°C. The brighter area is a hole in a three-layered 

sheet, so it can be assumed that only single- or two-layers are left in the area of the hole. 

There is no rolling or bending at this edge due to van der Waals interaction between the 

layers. Some atoms diffusing two-dimensionally within the layer are labelled with "L". 

The hole in the layer also gives us the possibility to study the tendency of metal atoms 

to stick to open edges of graphene layers and the one-dimensional diffusion of the atoms 

(labelled with "E") along the edge. It is obvious that metal atoms prefer edge sites rather 

than in-plane positions. The preferential residence of metal atoms at the edges of 

graphenic sheets suggests a more stable configuration at the edges, which is not 

surprising in view of the presence of dangling bonds. A saturation of the open edges by 

hydrogen is possible, but hydrogen atoms cannot be detected by electron microscopy. 

The small cluster of Pt atoms at the open edge (labelled with "E") disperses when the  

a b
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 Figure 6.5: Series of images showing the diffusion of Pt atoms at 600°C. Within the vertically 

elongated hole (the slightly brighter area) in a 2–3-layer graphene sheet we may have a 1–2-layer 

sheet where Pt atoms are diffusing two-dimensionally (marked with "L"). A cluster of Pt atoms 

sitting at the edge of the remaining layer (marked with "E") disperses, and the atoms migrate 

one-dimensionally along the open edge of the graphene layer. The observation time is indicated in 

each image. 
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atoms migrate towards the bottom of the edge. The sequence of images clearly shows 

how the individual Pt atoms change their position by diffusion. 

Figure 6.6 shows the two-dimensional migration distance of Au and Pt atoms in 

graphenic layer (measured in the lateral direction, i.e., along the layer) as a function of 

time at different temperatures. The data of Pt atoms at 600°C come from the series of 

atoms labelled with “L” in Figure 6.5. There is considerable scatter in the data because 

of the statistical nature of diffusion and the experimental error of measuring the jump 

distance. Nevertheless, it is still clear that the data follow roughly the square-root law of 

diffusion. 

 

Figure 6.6: Two-dimensional migration length of Au and Pt atoms in graphenic layers measured 

from micrographs as a function of time at different temperatures.  

 

The two-dimensional diffusion coefficients of Pt and Au atoms in a graphene plane 

at 600 and 700°C can be derived from the data in Figure 6.6. For an atom migrating in a 

graphene plane over a mean distance x  within a time interval t, the coefficient for 

two-dimensional diffusion is given by  
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t

xD
4

2

=                                 (6.1) 

The diffusion coefficients D are calculated to be in the range of 6×10-22 – 2×10-21 

m2/s for Au and 4×10-22 – 1×10-21 m2/s for Pt, both at 600°C. The coefficient of Pt at 

700°C is in the range of 1 – 7×10-21 m2/s. The dependence of the diffusion coefficient on 

the activation energy Ea for atom jumps is given by 
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0

2

k
expν                       (6.2) 

where g is a geometrical factor slightly smaller than unity, a is the lattice constant, ν0 is 

an attempt frequency for atom jumps of the order of the Debye frequency, kB is 

Boltzmann's constant, and T is the absolute temperature. At the temperatures of our 

experiments an activation energy of approximately Ea ≈ 2.5 eV for both Au and Pt 

two-dimensionally diffusing in the graphenic planes is obtained. The pre-exponential 

factor 0
2νga  is somewhat uncertain, but is has only minor influence on the activation 

energy. 

Figure 6.7 shows the one-dimensional migration distance for Pt atoms along the 

open edge of graphene layer (labelled with “E” in Figure 6.5) at 600°C. The diffusion 

coefficient is obtained to be 3×10-21 – 1×10-20 m2/s, based on the data in Figure 6.7 with 

the formula: 

t
xD
2

2

=                             (6.3) 

Correspondingly, an activation energy of 2.3 eV is obtained with the formula (6.2). 

Similar values for the migration of Pt atoms along the open edge have been obtained in 

a theoretical study [123]. Of course, our values are influenced by the facts that a cluster 

of atoms migrates instead of a single atom and the adjacent graphene plane is present. 

Therefore, the real value of the activation energy for edge migration might be somewhat 

lower. As mentioned above, a saturation of the open edges by hydrogen is possible and 

could lead to a lower diffusivity of metal atoms because hydrogen atoms have to be 

displaced during the diffusion. 
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Figure 6.7: One-dimensional migration length measured from micrographs as a function of time for 

Pt atoms along the open edge of the graphene layer (labelled with “E” in Figure 6.5) at 600°C. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.8: Pt (a) and Au (b) atoms in MWCNTs. The metal atoms are arrowed. The nanotube in (b) 

is attached to a Au crystal. 

 

The migrations of Au and Pt atoms in MWCNTs were also studied. Figure 6.8 (a) 

shows 2 – 4 Pt atoms in the layers of a MWCNT at 600°C. It is difficult to determine 
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the exact number of atoms because a migration of the atoms during the exposure of the 

image cannot be excluded in this case. Figure 6.8 (b) shows a MWCNT whose right end 

is terminated by a Au crystal. It is clear that in the layers of the MWCNT there are 

several Au atoms which migrated from the Au crystal at the right end, and the contrast 

of the Au atoms mostly overlaps with the lattice fringes of the tube wall. The migration 

of the metal atoms along the circumference of the MWCNT cannot be determined 

unambiguously because of projection effects, but a diffusion in the axial direction can 

be quantified. Another feature in Figure 6.8 (b) is the bonding between the nanotube and 

the Au crystal. Although the spacing of the (002) planes in the nanotube (0.34 nm) is 

much lager than the (111) spacing in Au (0.23 nm), a semi-coherent interface appears in 

some regions.  
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Figure 6.9: Migration length measured from micrographs as a function of time for Pt atoms along the 

axial direction in the layers of a MWCNT at 600°C.  
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Figure 6.9 shows the migration distance for Pt atoms along the axial direction in 

the layers of a MWCNT as a function of time. The diffusion coefficient and the 

corresponding activation energy were obtained to be 2 – 4×10-20 m2/s and approximate 

2.3 eV, respectively. However, no reliable data were obtained for Au atoms in nanotubes 

in the present study.  

The range of diffusion coefficients D for Pt and Au atoms obtained above are 

shown in Table 6.1. It is obvious that the diffusion of metal atoms in the curved layers 

of MWCNTs is faster than in planar graphene. However, surprisingly there is only a 

minor difference between the two-dimensional diffusivities of metal atoms within the 

graphene layer and the one-dimensional diffusivity along its edge.  

 

Table 6.1: The diffusion coefficients D of Pt and Au at 600°C and 700°C 
 D (m2/s) 

(diffusion coefficient) 

Ea (eV) 
(activation energy) 

Au @ 600oC 
 within the graphene planes 6×10-22 ~ 2×10-21 

Pt @ 600oC 
within the graphene planes 4×10-22 ~ 1×10-21 

Pt @ 700oC 
within the graphene planes 1×10-21 ~ 7×10-21 

2.5 

Pt @ 600oC 
in MWCNTs 2×10-20 ~ 4×10-20 

Pt @ 600oC 
along the open edge of 

graphene 
3×10-21 ~ 1×10-20 

2.3 

 

The rather high activation energy of 2.3–2.5 eV indicates a strong covalent 

bonding between metal and carbon atoms within the graphenic network [123]. An early 

study has already given the activation energy of 1.2 eV for site exchange of carbon 

atoms (self-diffusion) in graphene [51]. It is obvious that the migration of metal atoms 

in the network is several orders of magnitude slower than the migration of carbon atoms. 

More importantly, a surface migration mechanism of the observed atoms can be 
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excluded, since early studies show that the activation energies of surface migration for 

Pt and Au are 0.14 (theoretical value) [123] and 0.28 (experimental value) [132] eV, 

respectively. Although the measurement of the displacement distances in the present 

study are not very precise and influenced by the statistics of diffusion, an activation 

energy of smaller than 2 eV can be safely excluded because the atoms would migrate 

much too fast to be visible in TEM images with such low activation energy. Of course, 

an additional mechanism of faster diffusion (such as surface diffusion) may also occur, 

but is not detectable by TEM. The upper limit of detectability would be about 2.8 eV, 

where the atoms would remain immobile within the observation times of our study.  

Although the in-situ TEM experiments hardly permit the direct observation of the 

diffusion mechanism, several conclusions can be drawn. In the absence of vacancies, 

there are no interstitial sites for foreign atoms in a monolayer of graphene, because the 

center of a hexagon would be extremely unfavourable. Hence, it has to be assumed that 

the metal atoms are located on either single or multiple vacancies in the graphene layer. 

On one hand, as mentioned above, no clear off-plane positions were observed in the 

present study, which indicates that the metal atoms are located in double or triple 

vacancies. On the other hand, the metal atoms appear to be located on regular lattice 

positions (in Figure 6.2 (b)), which indicates that the metal atoms should be located in 

single vacancy. In any case, diffusion should occur by site exchange of a carbon and a 

metal atom. However, there should be no vacancies in thermal equilibrium at the 

temperatures of our experiments, including single and multiple vacancies, because of a 

high formation energy of more than 7 eV. Therefore, it is more reasonable that carbon 

atoms are replaced by metal atoms, i.e., metal atoms are on substitutional sites. Such a 

replacement mechanism may also play a role in the catalytic formation and growth of 

carbon nanotubes [42]. So the activation energies derived from our experiments can also 

be considered as those for the two-dimensional diffusion of Au or Pt atoms within a 

graphene layer by site exchange with carbon atoms. Although the C–Au interaction is 

weaker than the C–Pt interaction [122], it is surprising that only a small difference 

between the diffusivity for Au and Pt was obtained in our study. A lower formation 
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energy and a higher diffusivity for vacancies in curved graphenic structures should be 

responsible for the slightly smaller activation energy of metal diffusion in the layers of 

MWCNTs. 

Undoubtedly, the influence of the unavoidable electron irradiation on the migration 

behaviour of metal atoms has to be considered in this experiment. It is well known that 

the displacement of carbon atoms induced by irradiation can lead to vacancies in the 

graphitic layers [20]. By assuming a displacement threshold of 15 eV and a beam 

current density of approximately 30 A/cm2, one displacement of every carbon atom in 

180 seconds is obtained with the formula (6.4) [17]: 

p = σ j                            (6.4) 

where p is the displacement rate of each atom, σ is the displacement cross section and j 

is the beam current density. σ is taken as 30 barns with a displacement threshold of 15 

eV [17]. However, the annealing rate of the vacancies and the interstitials is quite high 

in the graphenic layers because of their low migration barrier, for example, in SWCNTs 

Ea = 1.2 eV for vacancies and Ea = 0.3–0.8 eV for interstitials [45, 46]. Unlike carbon 

atoms, the heavy metal atoms can hardly be displaced by the knocks of the electrons. 

Therefore, electron irradiation should have only minor influence on the migration of 

metal atoms although the irradiation may slightly enhance the diffusion of the atoms. 
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Chapter 7 Summary  

In the present work, the formation and migration of point defects induced by 

electron irradiation in carbon nanostructures, including carbon onions, nanotubes and 

graphene layers, were investigated by in-situ TEM. The mobility of carbon atoms 

normal to the layers in graphitic nanoparticles, the mobility of carbon interstitials inside 

SWCNTs, and the migration of foreign atoms in graphene layers or in layers of carbon 

nanotubes were studied. The quantitative analysis of the results gave values for the 

previously unknown activation energies of these processes. 

 

1. Migration of carbon atoms normal to the layers of carbon 

nanoparticles 

It has been demonstrated earlier that Carbon onions can be in a state of heavy 

self-compression when irradiated with an electron beam [13, 67]. In the present work, 

the diffusion of carbon atoms in carbon onions was investigated by annealing carbon 

onions and observing the relaxation of the compressed clusters in the temperature range 

of 1200 – 2000oC. Annealing at temperatures above 1500°C leads to a relaxation of the 

pressure in the centre of the onions by an exchange of atoms between the shells. The 

formation of an internal hollow of up to 5 nm in diameter with a corresponding 

expansion of the onions was observed, which made it possible to determine the 

activation energy for atom migration between graphitic layers. The compression of the 

onions was preserved and no considerable relaxation occurred after annealing below 

1500°C even for several hours. An activation energy of 5.0±0.3 eV was obtained. This 

rather high activation energy for atom exchange between the layers not only prevents 

the exchange of carbon atoms between the layers at lower temperature but also explains 

the high morphological and mechanical stability of graphite nanostructures. Hence, the 

application of graphitic structures such as nanotubes in materials of high strength is not 
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limited by diffusional creep up to at least 1200°C. It was also shown that in this work 

spherical carbon onions, even when they are in a self-compressed state, have a 

surprising morphological stability at temperatures up to more than 1200°C. This makes 

them interesting for several applications, e.g., in tribology [133] or coating of 

nanoparticles. Moreover, the stability of carbon onions with different sizes was also 

studied and it was found that carbon onions under irradiation showed an increasing 

stability with decreasing size. 

2. Migration of carbon atoms inside single-walled carbon nanotubes 

A previous study has qualitatively shown that interstitial carbon atoms can improve 

the stability of SWCNTs against electron irradiation damage when the channels in the 

tubes are blocked or filled with carbon atoms [110]. Here, the migration of carbon 

atoms in SWCNTs was investigated quantitatively by cutting SWCNT bundles 

repeatedly with a focused electron beam at different temperatures. The mobility of 

interstitial carbon atoms in SWCNTs was determined by the combination of electron 

irradiation experiments with kinetic Monte Carlo simulations carried out by 

collaborators at the University of Helsinki. The irradiation dose which is necessary to 

cut SWCNT bundles with a focused electron beam was measured as a function of 

separation between the two cuts at different temperatures. As the cutting speed is related 

to the migration of displaced carbon atoms trapped inside the tubes and their 

recombination with vacancies at the second gap, information about the mobility of 

interstitial carbon atoms is available. A migration barrier of about 0.25 eV was obtained 

for the diffusion of carbon atoms inside SWCNTs. This is an experimental confirmation 

of the high mobility of interstitial atoms inside carbon nanotubes, which corroborates 

previously developed theoretical models of interstitial diffusivity. It is confirmed that 

nanotubes may act as efficient pipelines for the transport of carbon atoms. It is also of 

importance in all applications where point defects are created in the tube [23–27, 45, 

110] and thermal annealing [109, 134] is used to heal the defect structures. 
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3. Migration of metal (Au and Pt) atoms in graphene layers and 

carbon nanotubes  

Metal atoms play an important role in technology of carbon nanostructures, 

especially in the catalytic formation of carbon nanotubes. In the present study, 

individual Au and Pt atoms in one- or two-layered graphene planes and MWCNTs were 

monitored in real time at high temperatures by high-resolution TEM. The direct 

observation of the behavior of Au and Pt atoms in graphenic structures in a temperature 

range of 600 – 700°C allows us to determine the sites occupied by the metal atoms in 

the graphene layer and the diffusivities of the metal atoms. It was found that metal 

atoms were located in single or multiple carbon vacancies, not in off-plane positions, 

and diffused by site exchange with carbon atoms. Metal atoms showed a tendency to 

form clusters those were stable for a few seconds. An activation energy of around 2.5 

eV was obtained for the in-plane migration of both Au and Pt atoms in graphene 

(two-dimensional diffusion). The rather high activation energy indicates covalent 

bonding between metal and carbon atoms. Metal atoms were also observed to diffuse 

along the open edge of graphene layers (one-dimensional diffusion) with a slightly 

lower activation energy of about 2.3 eV. It is also found that the diffusion of metal 

atoms in curved graphenic layers of MWCNTs is slightly faster than in planar graphene. 

The knowledge of the bonding between metal and carbon atoms and of the location and 

diffusivity of metal atoms in graphene layers allows the refinement of the models of 

catalytic growth of carbon nanotubes and other nanostructures.  
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